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AMERICAN ENGINEERS QUIT
Bl Paso, Tex., April 17. At

CONGRESS WILL INVESTIGATE
LACK OF LIFE BOATS ON THE

STEAMER TITANIC

ILL-FAT- ED

MARINE DISASTER

ALL THE WOMEN SAFE.
New York,, April 17. "All
women saved. Are on the Car-

TO BE WELL
4

PROBED

pathla."
This wireless dispatch was
received today from Mrs.
Caroline Bonnell, one of the
Titanic's rescued passengers
now bound for New York on
the Carpathla. The
came to H. W. Bonnell of
Youngstown, her brother, stopping at the Waldorf Astoria,
from Mrs. Bonnell's uncle, on

APRIL

LIST

OF

LOST IS

LARGER THAN
EXPECTED

5

o'clock this afternoon every American conductor and engineer on the
Mexican National lines will quit work
The order for the walk was issued a
week ago, and reports received here
by representatives of the Order of
Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers today show that from 800 to 1,000
Americans are ready to obey the or
der. The Americans claim that they
have been discriminated against i
favor of Mexicans to whom they have
taught the business.
Walkout Is Complete.
Laredo, Tex., April 17. The walk
out of American engineers and con
ductors was complete today on the
entire Northern and the Gulf divisions of the Mexican National rail
way. No serious disorder was reported. Without exception the Americans are reported to have joined the
strike.
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Washington, April 17. Despite opposition by various boards of trade,
the house committee on agriculture
today voted to make favorable reports on bills designed to end gamb-lnin futures on cotton and grain.
one
Two measures were reported,
of Texas,
by Representative Beall
(democrat), dealing with cotton, and
the other by Representative Lever of
South Caolina, (democrat), relating
to corn, wheat and oats.
The report on the ootton bill was
Two
members voted
unanimous.
against the grain bill and the southern members refrained from voting
upon. it. The bills, which virtually
are alike, would provide that dealers
who contract to sell must swear that
the commodities sold actually were in
existence. Messages relating to deals
could not be telegraphed, telephoned
or mailed until the affidavit so required was made
violation of the law
would be punishable b imprisonment
and heavy fines.
The bills have been bitterly opposed by the leading cotton and grain
exchanges of the country.
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New Orleans, La., April 17. Sev
eral persons were killed and a largo
amount of property was damaged iu
several south Louisiana towns during
the night by electric, rain and wind
storms. In the early crop district
north of New Orleans the damage
will be heaviest. Most of the damage was confined to towns just north
or west of New Orleans.
The dead:
JOHN WILLIAMS,
Plaquemine,
struck by lightning.
Natal-bany- ,
FRANK
MONTELEONE,
struck by lightning.
CHARLES GILES, Good bee, caugat
in collapse of house.
JOHN HAMILTON, negro, Man-chaBayou, struck by lightning.
A windstorm of tornado intensity
swept through the town of Voncha-toula- ,
north of New Orleans. A
na sev
church, i bet
eral residences were wrecked. Hall- stones
that accompanied the wind
pelted out nearly every pane of wit.
dow glass in the town. Trees were
prostrated, as they fell several persons were hurt. The strawberry crop
is said to have suffered.
When the wind passed over the
town of Goodbee,
several houses
were blown down. Charles Giles was
killed when the ruins of his home
tumbled about him. In the country
about Plaquemine, west of New Orleans, the wind was accompanied by
a cloud burst There was much damGIVES age.
g

n

trans-Atlanti-

WIND AND LIGHTNING KILL FOUR.
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The Cunarder Carpathla bearing
IOWA PROHIBITIONISTS
Washington, April 17 Survivors
COME TO AS8I8TANCE OF
86S survivors of the sunker White
Des
Moines, la., April 17. Many
of the Titanic disaster will be sumTHE GOVERNMENT
Star liner Titanic was less than 600 delegates are arriving in Des Moines
moned to Washington to tell commitmiles from New York at noon today for tomorrow's state convention of
tee of congress the facts concerning
17. Mexico's
Laredo, Tex., April
and word was eagerly awaited that the prohibition party. The convention
the inability of the steamship offito be increased to 60,000 and
is
on
state
select
name
shed
would
will
a
and
the
army
chairman,
light
catastrophe
the Olympic.
cials to save the lives of all the
of Sunday night which
cost 1,312 delegates to the national convention maintained through a bond issue of
There may be some chance
on
the liner. Represes-tatlvpassengers
com- Which is to be held in Atlantic City 20,000,000
pesos, $10,000,000, accord
in
lives.
was
Island
brief
Sable
for error in ihe report of the
Alexander of Missouri, chairof a cousin of
ing-- to a statement
next
a
rescue
munication
with
for
the
July.
ship
women
safety of all of the
man of the house committee on merwas here towho
President
Madero,
no
time this morning but
additional
passengers dl Hie .''''arte, as
chant marine and fisheries, announcto be taken
is
The
bond
issue
day.
names
were
obtained.
of
survivors
the message cam ;nm n pased today an Investigation in which
by Mexican capitalists.
up
New
Wireless
the
stations
along
ofMcIal
not
m
senger and
tire passengers will give chief testiThe issue is to be financed through
England coast were straining to get4
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
source and was relived ircm
an additional tax of 20 per cent on
mony.
in
the
with
vessel
communication
the steamship Olympic.
The senate resolution introduced
spiritous liquors and other luxuries.
this afternoon and the scout cruiser
.W.'.V.V.V.'.V.V.V.W.'.V.V The
bonds will be payable 60 days aftoday?, calling for a compreVws've
Salem was somewhera off Nantucket
17
Senate:
In
April
Washington,
have
of issue. Senators
ter
date
for the purpose of relaying ashore,
investigation of the Titanic iis io,,
2 p. m.
session
been
to
Mexico
confirm
to
called
Cheswas ordered favorably reported by
City
through her sister cruiser, the
Secretary Nagel today discussed the ter, some connected account of the
Secretary Fisher urged before pub this bond issue, which Is expected to
the senate committee on commerce
Aswith
lie lands committee, legislation creat augment the Mexican revenues great
situation
ocean
steamship
this afternoon
and
disaster.
immediately
sistant Secretary Cable and George
ly through the contemplated tax.
In New York the White Star line ing bureau of national parks:
brought up in the senate. The 'resoLos Angeles delegation urged im
general
inspector
Uhler,
supervising
lution was adopted without discusoffices received a brief wireless disof Los Angeles outer har
jof steamboats. They took the posi
Sonora Town Taken
sion.
saying that the Carpathla was provement
tion that the problem is wholly within patch
bor at cost of $320,000. .
El
Tex., April 17. Bavlspe,
entrance.
596
harbor
Paso,
the
from
miles
As a complement to the congresthe province of congress and they
House: Met at noon.
Sonora, has fallen into the hands of
This snbuld bring her into port either
sional investigation
the scope o! welcome action from that quarter.
Considered miscellaneous bills o a band of rebels sent out from Juaor early Friday
which has not yet been fully deterThe question whether the legisla- late Thursday night
calendar.
rez, according to telegraphic advices
cable
At
the
Halifax,
ship
mined. Secretary Nagle of the depart- tion applylhg to American navigation morning.
received
.Juarez today. Eleven feci
ment of commerce and labor, will can be extended to foreign vessels MacKay Bennett has been fitted out
era!
of the town were killed
defenders'
disaster.
of
scene
the
to
to
the
tike up at once with President Talt touching the shores of the United
go
the entire subject of safeguarding States was considered. By a recent Coffins, ice and embalming mater- TRAIN WRECKED ON and four, of the rebels. Two rebel
captains were among the wounded.
ocean travel by more stringent act of congress, foreign as well as ials were loaded aboard in the hope
bodies
be
may
up
that
American shipping regulations. The American vessels are compelled to
picked
many
disaster has aroused congress, Presi- have wireless equipment as a safe near the scene of the wreck.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
dent Taft, and the cabinet to the guard to navigation and
Secretary Na
National League.
List of Survivors Grows Smaller.
At Boston Boston, 2; New York,
urgent need for Immediate measured gel believes that the extension of the
New York, April i7. The Camper-dow- SPREADING
RAILS RESPONSIBLE
of safety for oceanic travel. It is life boat requirements can be made
8
toat
Halifax
station
SOUTH OF
FOR
wireless
ACCIDENT
believed that laws will be prepared in the same manner. The practical
At St. Louis St. Louis, :;0. ChiJUAREZ.
at once In congress based on the ad- effect of the American law, it was day sent the Associated Press the fol
cago, 5.
vice of officials of the department of said, was to provide life boat space lowing dispatch:
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, " ; i
17. The
El Paso, Texas, April
commerce and labor and American for practically every person aboard a v "We are now in communication
8. .
with the Carpathia and in a position Mexico Northwestern passenger train
shipping experts, which will insure ship.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 2; Philato announce unofficially that the Ti bound from El Paso to Chihuahua was
safety of passengers, and crew in
delphia, 4.
cases like the present, where ample
tanic struck an enormous berg and wrecked and burned ten miles south
American League;
sank. Over two thousand lost; 700 of Juarez last night, but all of the
time existed for their removal in life
England Is Indignant.
At (Philadelphia FbJladeVphisl.
in47
on
with
women
passengers escaped
Carpa'slight
boats.
survivors, mostly
i
j
Boston, 9. .
Ixmdon, April
Although hope thia."
juries. The Mexican ms.ll clerk Is
No concrete program of action hat
At Chicago Chicago, 1; Detroit 10.
liBt
sunkof
the
survivors
cf
the
that
The attention of the Camperuown missing. The accident was oue to
'
At Cleveland Cleveland. 9; St.
yet been outlined. The congresslon-a- l en Titanic will be added to, has pracstation was at once called to the spreading rails. The coaches all ovb?
announced
8. .
Louis,
investigations
of
tically been given up, the officers
error in the figures, which erturned. The wreck caught fire from
Chairmen Alexander and Nelson d. the White Star line in lxndon, South- obvious
New York Washington, 10;
At
1 give the total ot lost and sur- oil lamps, but not until the passen3.
New
the house and the senate committees ampton and Liverpool again were beYork,
vived at 2,700 whereas trie total num gers had escaped. The Mexican Cenwill probably result in the summon
ASSOCIATION.
inAMERICAN
sieged this morning by anxious
ber ot passengers and crew is about tral train due last night from Chihua
Kansas
;
ing also of officials of the Whit quirers. Some of those who had rela
Toledo
At
Toledo,
consenot
in
arrive and
In reply to this inquiry the hua did
Star line, to state what precautions tives on board remained at the of 2,200.
2.
City,
the
no
for
was
train
there
was
follow
quence
inn
further explanation
for safety are taken on the Whitl flees throughout the night.
At Columbus Columbus, jp;, Milsouth over this line today.
received from Halifax:
Star liners.
4. (Ten innings.)
waukee,
Those who waited in the London
"The Marconi station reports that
Government officials charged with offices were mostlj
At Indianapolis Indianapolis 1
women whose
lost
the
authentic
regarding
nothing
the enforcement of the shipping law husbands had started for America on is known on board the Carpathia, FOUR BANK OFFICIALS
(Ten innings.)
Minneapolis, 2.
towere
4; St.
and regulations
At Louis
engrossed
business or to make new homes there but the steamer Franconia in relayand
of
the
2.
with
safety
subject
travelers
day
for their families. While
the messages from the Carpathia, PLACED UNDER ARREST Paul,
travel. generally understand the fact that ing
protection for
that the total number of saved
says
It Jis exipected that immediate' re- great liners do not carry enough is
NO ANSWER
AT PRESENT
710. There is no list of missonly
forms will be demanded officially by boats to accommodate ii the passen17. President
April
Washington,
a
and
on
Cunarder
the
only
rough
NEW
INSTITUTION'S
ORLEANS
ing
the government, and will be enforced gers and crew, to the general pub'.ic miniate of her total passenger list,
and Lodge
Root
Senators
and
Taft
RIGID INFAILURE
CAUSES
decided today that the president's anthrough new laws requiring, all ves- news that all on board the Titanic
more
than
be
will
VESTIGATION
probably
sels entering American ports to carry did not have a chance of saving their
swer to Mr. Lodge's resolution reon ship, as quite a number boardto
sufficient emergency apparatus
the acquisition of territory by
lives in this way came as a rude sur- ed her at Cherbourg."
garding
InNew Orleans, April 17. Further
remove all passengers and crews in prise, and there is likely to be conon Magdalena Bay,
Mexico,
The estimates of 2,200 on board the vestigation Into the affairs of the Japan
until
time of emergency.
siderable agitation in anu out of par- Titanic have embraced the sailings suspended Teutonia Bank and Trust would not De sent to tne
could be considereafter
the
subject
President Taft is taking a keen liament on the subject.
arrest
the
today
from all ports including
company resulted In
personal Interest in all features of. The lord mayor of Tendon today as far as the company's officials have of A. Wagatha vice president and for- d1 by Secretary' Knox. The president
wfU discuss his answer with Mr. Knox
the proposed regulation of passen- opened a. 'mansion house fund" for, )jeen
mer cashier, on the charge of recerv-- .
tQ ,earn
as soon as possible.
will
Reports 'that
probably the relief of the families of the crew
ger vessels; and he
Ing deposits while knowing the banU
In fantiest touch with
to
do with the
the
conference
had
to
of
left
others
congress
recommendations
and
of
the
Titanic
send
any
station at Sable Island, the Gurnard was insolvent. He. furnished $10,0)0
Mexican situation were degeneral
in (conseF.
of
containing the suggestionsof execu- in needy circumstances
868
ball.
Bushier, president,
survivors
Eugene
liner- Carpathia with
tive departments for new legislation. quence of the disaster. A memorial the .sunken Titanic on board was was arrested twice yesterday, four nied.
Revenue cutter officials in W&shing-- ' service toj the victims will be held creeping down the coast early this times In all. He Is out under $45,000
ton believe the disaster will result n St. Paul's cathedral April 19.
morning, making the best time for bail to answer charges of embezzling
Much indignation is expressed
in insurance companies insisting on
that foggy (.onditions would $6,500, making false statements, connerejthig
LAS VEGAS IS THE WINNER
steamships taking a more southerly In connection with the puDlication oi m
cealing the condition of the bank and
Chicago, 111., April 17. Jack
inocean.
course across the
telegrams stating that the Titanic
Speeding up the coast toward tin receiving deposits, knowing of its
promoter of the
Curley,
Prompt action Is to be taken by was in tow of the Virginia just after rescue ship and hoping to get within solvency.
boxing bout for the
director and
Joseph H. Gomila,
congress to report a bill providing the news of the accident was receiv- wireless speaking distance of her bechampionship of
heavyweight
the
of
of
finance
the
committee,
fore very many hours, were the scout chairman
strict control of wireless, a subject ed. The electrical control
announced
the
world,
today
which was under consideration at a bulkheads fnstalled in the Titanic cruisers Salem and Chester, ordered made another trip to the jail todav
would be
exhibition
that
the
II
furconference yesterday between Presi- is coming in for much criticism.
by the government at Washington to and decided to stay rather than
in
Las
staged
Vegas, N. M.,
dent Taft and members of the cabi- is stated here that they are a pot make all haste possible toward break- nish $55,000 ball. He Is held on six
next.
4,
today reCurley
Julp
net. Measures have been pending for idea of Lord Barrie, who insists on ing the silence which so far kept the charges, two embezzlement, making
ceived
wire
a
large sum of
by
consome time in the house committee on introducing; them in ships built at survivors on the Carpathia from ma false statements, and concealing
Las Vegas
from
the
money
Interference of Belfast, despite the condemnation of ing known to the outside world the ditions and three for forgeries of ap
merchant marina.
promoters.
receiving
Upon
J.
Braud,
Frank
amateurs and irresponsible operators many well known constructors who thrilling story of the Titanic's last proximately $14,500.
this evidence ot good faith he
embezwith
former
momentous
as
charged
cashier,
hapto
the
and
hydraulic power
hours afloat
with the anxiously awaited messages pin their faith
immediately made the
of
from the Carpathla and other ships being far more reliable. These con- penings after she had taken her two zling $60,000, is in jail in default
S.
W.
C.
bail.
Roehl,
Emilie
$20,000
off
tho
a
will result In an attempt to secure structors point out that even small mile plunge to the bottom,
Rogers and P E. Brue are held as
immediate legislation reflating wire- mishap Is liable to render the eHctri-ca- l
material witnesses.
on Pago Four).
useless.
(Continued
Installation
less operation.
,

re too polite to
tell the truth.

17, 1912.
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WITH DEMOCRATS
THE INSURGENT

SENATOR

REGARDING
ADVICE
SOME
METAL TARIFF BILL
17. Senator
April
Washington,
Cummins of Iowa, progressive republican, at a conference with the democratic members of the finance com:
mittee today, submitted his bill for the
revision of the metal schedule of the
tariff law. It provides for consider
able reduction on iron and steel rates
about midway between the present
tariff and the house democratic bill.
The democratic members said they
felt an agreement with Mr. Cummins
could be reached. Senator Simmons
of North Carolina, who will have
charge of the metal bill, said the
democrats would insist that some tar
iff legislation be enacted and he had
reason to hope a sufficient number of
insurgent republicans would
ate with the democrtas to pass the
metal, chemical, sugar and woolen
bills through the senate.
co-op-

NEW MEXICO PREPARED
FOR U.

S. INTERVENTION

PARTY

F0LLOW1NGS

ARE SPLIT ASUNOER
IN
PRIMARIES
PRESIDENTIAL
NEBRASKA WILL BE BITTERLY CONTESTED

Lincoln, Neb., April 17 With primaries but two days ahead, the party followings split asunder, and political conditions in a chaotio state,
Nebraska is a stage on which one
and a half
candidate
presidential
dozen lieutenant of opponents and
would-bnominees of the other party
are playing. Roosevelt arrived in the
state this morning and started his
speaking tour, intended to counteract
the effect of La Follette's personal
campaign of a week ago.
On the democratio side the adherents of Clark, Wilson and Harmon
are working hard to advance the interests of their candidates. The Ohio
governor is receiving the support of
United States Senator Hitchcock but
is being opposed by William J. Bryan.
e

NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOUSE AND SENATE COMMITTEE
RECOMMEND VOTING $10,000
FOR BORDER PATROL.

Santa Fe, N. M, April 17. "Resolved that it is the seuse of tbis
conference that a law be enacted to
appropriate $10,000 to be placed at
the disposal of Governor McDonald
to expend as he deems necessary, in
case of Intervention by the United
States in Mexico, to protect the New
Mexico border." This resolution was
adopted this noon at a conference of
Governor McDonald, Adjutant Gener
al Brookes, the ways and means com
mittee of the house and the senate
finance committee on the uusatisfao
tory condition along ihe border.

G. A. R.

Concord, N. H.. April 17. The annual encampment of the New Hampshire departn'ent. G. A. R., and the
annual meet'i) a of the Woman's Relief corps and IV Sons and Daughters of eVterans opened here today
and will continue throuK;i Thursday.
The gathering is honored this year by
the presence of National Commander-in-Chief
H. M. Prindle of Ilinols.
and Mrs. Cora M. Davis of Oregon,
national president of the Woman's
Relief Corps.
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Boston, April 17. National League
-- New York beat Boston
today 4 to 1.
R. H. E.
.'
! 7 4
Boston
t 7 1
New York

V
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used to know blm In Chihuahua when, other things they have formed a miliand rifle, be took tary corps for home guard duty. A F
A MAN OF with a revolver
own
pack train and de- cadet from Chapul tepee is in comcharge of his
livered ore through a country where mand. On one of tbe principal resihis main business was to watch out dence streets every evening they ma.
for and keep off bandits in Chihuahua, be seen In the midst of military evosay that in those flays he had dirt lutions and selling up drills.
Running Is one of the disagreeable
jcnlty In reading anything that waa
'not set In clear type. But he pros-- I features of this performance. "For
tiered In a material way and was far ward!" shouts the officer and the
from being poor when he took up the corps breaks Into a run to the end of
'
MEXICAN
IS A revolutionary cause. His claim against the block with a quick "right about" THE NEW MEXICO MILITARY IN
REBEL LEADER
FOR
STITUTE 18 PREPARING
BORN COMMANDER OF
the Madero government for personal and back. They arrive at the start
COMMENCEMENT
services and expense incurred by him-- I ing point breathless and, as one man,
SOLDIERS
self and father, who is now a colonel reach for their coatsleeves, extract
Rosweli, N. M., Tprll 17.- - Two
amounted to handkerchiefs and, alternately elevatMexico City, AprtJ 17. White most under his command,
of this year s graduating
members
their
that
brush
the
assertion
only
of
feet, carefully
ing
of th other military personage
$50,000 gold. Tbe
the two revolutions have permitted half that amount was allowed has dust from the jmmaoulsjte "Isbine" class at the New Mexico Military In
their personalities, views and dally been reported to have done much tt which, above all else, must be main stitute expect to sail for the Philip
movements to become subject matter wean him away from the Madero In talned inviolate. Then they resume pine Islands May 12. The government
mixeu discussions of bull rings and has made special inducements to the
for the pencils and typewriters of the teres ts.
Distin
In
that
a
It
Is
graduates of New Mexico's
considerable
politics.
with
probable that feeling
correspondents
These induce
euished Institution."
freedom, the most interesting figure himeelf "made" Madero, and that ht
ments have been so urgent that the
of them all at the present moroment has not been pleased with his own
faculty has decided to permit leave of
Is at the same time one of the least handiwork. Is responsible for his
absence before graduation in order
activity. He
known either hi Mexico or out. That present revolutionary
SAFETY LIGHTS BY
concluCadets Creamer of Santa Fe,
come
that
to
the
has
bead
the
Is Pasoual Oroieo.
evidently
fighting
A RAILROAD MAN.
and Merrill might accept commissions
of (be present revolution as well a sion that his own Ideas on important
as lieutenant In the Philippine con
of that of a year ago.
subjects are about as sound as any
Several other graduates
Oroaco Is a lean, angular man whose body else's and he hae thus fax kept
The inarinerat sea guides his ship stabulary.
but for
personality to redolent of the camp himself In a relation to the revolu- by the beacon lights of safety; the were offered similar places,
various reasons declined to accept
and the hills and not at all of the tion where his ideas will have to be army by a
lighted fire on the hilltrp The constabulary service is excellent
council i liamber of state nor of the considered in the event of a success- or tower indicates to the
troops tr.e for young men. They start in at a
drawing room. Outside his own pat1 ful outcome.
field of danger; engines and cars are
facsalary of more than $1,200 a year, to
ticular circle there are not many who He hae developed rapidly as a
with certain cautionary sigequipped
with quarters and cetrain priv
In
Mexican
moto
tor
a
gether
Is.
It
revolutionary politics
know even how old he
in shops speaks by
a and it is the very possibility that his nals; machinery
ileges, which is considered especially
ral certainty that he can "hog-tle- "
automatic signs its dumb voice of
good for young men just completing
avtefer quickly and artistically, tha deevlopment is yet Incomplete that
danger; the automobile driver wiib their college course. It offers them
Inbe can throw a diamond hitch on a makes his personality particularly
his horn and lights, surrounded him- a splendid opportunity of studying
pack animal and that when he speaks teresting. He has made his revolu- self with all
the latest improved sig- conditions in the Philippine Islands
Is
It
an
affair
so
that
resubstantial
tion
of
in
is
tbe
habit
be
receiving
nals
of
the cautious person and of gaining valuable experience
safety;
wilf
hard to believe that he, himself,
spectful attention.
the employer
- by hearing and sight;
moveThe commencement exercises for
even
the
be
man.
Is
obliterated,
a
though
For a Mexican he
large
He Is a of labor by the safety of his machin- 1912 will be held from May 19 to 22
A life In the deserts and mountains ment may be suppressed.
of the north has tanned him with a young man with an undoubted ability ery and the education of his em- Judge Granville A. Rlcnardson of
to avoid peril, and bo on Rosweli Is to deliver the commence
parchment finish and has bequeathed for leadership, and with the taste of ployees
down
oc ment address.
the
line of life In evt-rGovernor McDonald
not
it
is
him the loose figure that looks a good authority he has enjoyed
deal lietter on horseback, than on the likely that he will permit himself to cupation safety lights should be burn - and staff have been Invited to partiin
commencement.
the
even
he
the
to
if
attention
lng brightly, calling
cipate
ground. His hair and mustache are be retired to private life
The annual inspection of the New
black and the latter droops from un- should be persuaded to compromise hazards, so as to keep the mind
restrained habit. His photographs with the government upon political clear of pitfalls of harm to the body Mexico Military Institute, which is
So then let us keep our safety lights made this year by Captain Simmons
show him slightly stooped and look- differences.
trimmed and burning, supplying each general staff too place yesterday.
If
more
camera
as
at
the
ing straight
Members of the opposition party receptacle with the pure oil of care The battalion is in excellent con
interested In It than In the results of
reason
and has every
in the Mexican congress have started fulness, never permitting the mind (lit ion
the snapshots.
What he thinks, what he intends to a movement to abolish the office of to be clogged with a thought of care to expect a retention of the govern
do become apparent chiefly in his a- vice president, their man object be- (essness, but keeping the safety ment honors which for the past three
whom light bright and avoiding the injury years has been placed the New Mex
ctions. Not that he has the reputation ing to abolish Pino Suarez,
like.
do
This
not
men
of being morose or silent, for his
opposition in that might befall ourselves or oth Ico Military Institute among the first
they
ten military schools of the United
seem to think him an ideal leader; eludes some of the people who made ers.
Is
Madero
ft
likely that
president and
but he has never courted publicity in
It is easy to create an accident, States. This record Is to be mainto
constituthe
effort
the
He
of
his
change
had
been
any
campaigns.
but the life of our existence when tained. It was maintained before New
Mexico was a state, and now under
fighting in the Madero revolution last tion will cause considerable strife.
snuffed out can never be restored, or
local
Is
of
there
the
But
another
government, It expects to ad
aspect
before
year several months
the
the loss of any member of our body
found out what his name was case. The office was created at the replaced, or then pain and anguish vance more rapidly than ever be
and began putting him In the news lime the New Vor financial interests of any Injury assuaged or recom- fore
Many plans are being made for tht
The capture of Juarez early In May, furnished money for the nationaliza
pensed.
session. The school Is being
tion of .the Mernqpn railways, there
coming
1911, less than a year ago.
Why not place your safety lights
l rospecty;
not having been previously a vice
Improved .in
buildings
him Into publi
on a high plane, where it can je are
to be erected, new courses added.
BBrohad been nip- - B,li"rti ouqnd v residency. The idea
to give an
seen as a beacon to those who are
The outlook for the coming session
with his organization of a provisional Immediate succession at the head o.
and careless.
thoughtless
is especially bright; manq inqi'Uries
overnment whose ramlfcatlons ex- the government in tbe event the
As a reminder, permit me to sug- are
tended all the way from Washington president died or was suddenly repouring in from all parts of
for your welfare and protection,
gest
to the interior of hto owa country moved.
country, asking for information and'
The interests which really
few words that might aid all em- reservations.
but Orozeo had been doing most of created tbe office have not yet been a
while engaged in labor, in proployes
This has been one of the most suc
the fighting.
heard from and may proV? a very ef-themselves from bodily la- - cessful years in the
tecting
history of the
JFtjea HiipM tderi Oroaco haa heenjfeotlve source of support to the Ma
institute. The work has been excel
in Mexico City, rfe came first to per dero government in saving Pino Sua- Jury:
Remember Always to be careful. lent from start to finish, The health
sonally escort President Madero
to rez to the administration.
td of the cadet corps has been excellent,
Remember Exercisf)
safety
the palace on the day of his inaug.i-jayohnti body, as well as the
limb
life,
your
general discipline good, and thfr
As in some other countries the stuin September. He came agnlri
Self preservation appearanfe of cadets on parade surto
other
employes.
personal dent, element of Mexico is allotcd is the first law of nature.
tiiiletly iftlt February on
passes that of all former years. The
more or less importance of a polltlcaJ
business with the government.
to
do
enrollment
Remember
your
surpasses that of last year,
Always
Their views are publish
In a period of a little over a year character.
to safety, by keep- and the personnel of the student body
view
with
work
a
PaBcual Orozeo has removed himself ed in the newspapers as, sometimes,
oth- ing your epes and ears open, that is the best in years.
from his rather humble station of by are the reports of their riots and
This year's graduating class is com- er manifestations. They are a select you may be careful in doing your
Ing the trusty man who eon Id he givjiosed of 14 young men. Two are artask.
numdaily
whose
from
men
en the responsibility of convoying a body of young
every accident ranging to go to the Philippines, two
Remember That
the congressmen
pack train of valuable ore through ber will be picked
or oth- to the United States army, several
to
yourself,
resulting Ie Injury
the mountains to Chihuahua city, to and oabinet officers of a later day.
and pain, and will go to the leading universities in
They are now busy supporting the ers, means suffering
a position where he expect b to mak
creates
Widows, order to complete their education, and
or unmake presidents. So far as any- "constitutional government" welconv in many Instances
so others will accept business engageto
Bar-rproperty;
and
damage
de la
orphans,
body kn6ws there are no heraldic ihs home former President
ments. Gradnates from te New Mexnnd in many other ways, not all be loyal to yourself, your company,
symbols of Spanish nobility anywhere
ico Military Institute are always In
and
the
public,
fellow workmen and
up the Orozeo family tree. Men who being entirely consistent; but among
demand. Corporations, as well as
ac
avoid
to
can
do
what
you
alwaps
managers of business firms, desire
cidents.
young men who have had military
the
follow
to
Remember Always
who are
and
rules and Instructions of your supe- training,
who understand the necessity of disdo
to
a,
risk liable
riorsnever take
The true value of any food depends
cipline.
you or others an Injury.
on what it does to improve and mainInRemember Study safety first
tain health.
spect the tools, cars, machinery and FOLKS PAST FIFTY
.,
Some foods (ail to provide the deother appliances with which you
MUST USE CASCARETS
work be sure you are right, then go
and
brain
rebuild
which
menti
body,
ahead.
nerves.
Remember that your carelessness What Glasses Are to Weak Eyes,
Are to Weak Bowels A
In doing your work may be the
Box Will Truly
or
limb,
life,
of
means
losing your
Amaze
You.
musing Injury to your body, or that
to
yourself
of others it is cruelty
Most old people must give to the
1
. . 1 I
to do an act that causes
iL.
l
others
J.
or
me
01
maae
bowels
some regular help, else tfiey
.is a concentrated 100a
no
chance
a personal injury take
suffer from constipation. The condinatural food grains wheat and barley.
side.
safe
on
tbe
but always be
tion Is perfectly natural. It is Just
Remember Always study to be as natural aa It Is for old
partially
It is perfectly cooked
people to
care
A
careful and practice safety.
has fine flavour and is rich in
walk slowly. For age is never so
less emnlove is a menace to every- active as youth. The muscles are
Blood-makin- g
bodv, hut a careful man is the admi less elastic.
Iron
And the bowels are
ration of his fellows and the pride of muscles.
Bone-makin- g
Lime
his company.
So all old people need Cascarets.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
Phosphate of
and Brain-buildin- g
HIGHWAY ACROSS CONTINENT
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
Potash
Kansas City, Mo., April 17 Dele- gentle aid to weak bowels. The
gates appointed by the governors of bowels must be kept active. This Is
the vital tissue salts (not from the
12 states and by the mayors of num- important at all ages, but never so
drug shop, but grown in Nature's grains)
cities responded to the roll call much as at fifty.
erous
which must be supplied in daily food to
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
at the opening of the National Old
Trails' convention in this city today. Youth may occasionally whip the
keep body, brain and nerves right
The purpose of the convention, which bowels into activity. But a lash cant
"There's a Reason" for Crape-Nut- s
will continue In session several day, be used every day. What the bowels
is to formulate plans for the construc- of the old need ts a gentle and naPottum Cereal Co., Lai, Bsk Creek, Mich.
tion of an improved highway across tural tonic. One that can be conthe continent following as near as stantly used without harm. The only
Cnmbjr-lansuch tonic is Cascarets and they cost
practicable the route of the
Pike, the Boone's Lick road, the only 10 cents per box at any drug
Santa Fe trail and the Sunset toute. store. They work while you sleep.
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SILENCE

MEN RECEIVE

AND

DIPLOMAS

ACTION

OUR

APRIL SALE
Continues all this Week
DRESS

Women's

AND

Tailored Suits

GOODS
SILK

All our 1.25 grade wool dress goods includ-

Worth $16.50 and $17.50

ing Serge, Diagonal, Voile, Poplin and Novelty

980

wears, special
Including a number ot new, desirable styles,
well made from good materials, neatly trimmed, very attractive, choice

27 inch Mescaline Silk in all colors, a fabric
of unusual beauty, worth 1.00 per yd. special 7Bo

$14.B0

China Silk in all colors,

27

inches wide worth

50c per yard, for this sale, special,

DAINTY EFFECTS IN
WASH

All of our 65c grade of wool Serge and Batiste, including all colors, light or dark, special SOo

Women's

GOODS

All Over Embroidery

36 inch, fast color Percale in light and dark
9o
patterns of newest designs, special

Lawns, Batistes and Dimities in good fast color patterns, good variety, worth 12ic special lOo
Shadow Silk Voile, a new dainty and popular
fabric for Spring, very sheer, all colors, worth
25c special
20o
Wash Silk in excellent patterns, fast color,
extra good quality, worth 60c per yd. special 45o

DRESSES
Of good quality, well made and neatly trimmed with lace insertion, low neck, elbow
sleeves, all sizes, choice

$2.75

Economy Prices on Men's Shirts
Having decided to discontinue our line of "Monrach" and "Cluett"
Shirts, we wish to close out the stock on hand as early as possible this
will prove a real money saver for you.
Your choice of our entire line of "Monarch" Shirts,
1.26
worth
each, including a good variety of patterns and colors, all sizes, special,
Each
77c
Your choice of our entire line of "Cluett" Shirts,
each, including all the newest styles, all sizes, special

worth

$1.7T,

$1.05

has VGwTlioadingSter

&.&osmuxiM6 Son
Established

South SidcPlflja

1862

R-a- s

a

self-relian- t,

a

Cat-care- ts

,GrapeNuts

409

j

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he flils to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a" protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

1

S

CONFERENECE ON THE NEGRO
Tuskegee, Ala.. April 17. A score
of missionary societies and numerous
foreign countries are represented by
delegates at the International Conference of the Negro which assembled
at Tuskegee institute today for a
three days' session. The general purpose of the conference is to discuss
the work that is going on in Africa
and elsewhere for the education and
upbuilding of negro peoples.
Booker T. Washington presided at
today's sessions of the conference and

among the speakers were F. Z. S.
Feregrino an editor of Cape Town;
Rev. Isaiah Ooda Slshuba, president
of the Ethiopian church at Queens-towSouth Africa; Rev. Mark C.
Hayford, of Gold coast, Africa; Rev.
D. D. Martin of Atlanta, representing
the Stewart Foundation for Africa,
and Dr. Cornelius H. Patton, home
secretary for the American board of
commissioners for foreign missions.
ILLINOIS

Elgin,

WOODMEN

III., April

17.

PROTEST
Delegates dep.

resenting many of the Illinois camps
of the Modern Woodmen of AmerRa
met in convention here today to malts
formal protest against tbe action of
the recent national convention in
Chicago at which the insurance rates
of the order were increased.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. Wks

i.A

UNVEIL STATUE TO

JOHN PAUL

THMI

17, 1012.
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4

4

4 of 11,013.88
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BILLS INTRODUCED IN
THE LEGISLATURE

4

4

444-44444--

Santa Fe, N. M., April 17 The following business was transacted yesterday by the senate and house of
the New Mexico state legislature:
Senate.
A petition was presented by Holt
from Las Cruces, favoring the passage of the bill providing for traveling school libraries. To committee
on education.
A petition from Socorro slgnrd
by
2 names, asked for a law to
prohibit
prize fighting. To committee on Judiciary.
The following
bills were

TO

:

Secretary of the Navy Meyer presided at the dedication exercises and
the memorial was unveiled by Admiral Dewey. President
Taft
the assembly and pronounced a splendid tribute to the sj.
or and genius of the sailor and pa;-riand told of his daring deeds on
the high seas. The exercises conci'ii
eluded with the oration of the day
delivered by General Horace Porter
of New York, who while Unl'oi
States ambassador to France found
the remains of Commodore Jone1 la
an abandoned cemetery in Paris bad
had them brought to their present
resting place in a vault of th- chape!
at the United States naval academy
at Annapolis.
The United States marine band
the musical features of the
dedication program. At tho conclusion of the exercises a vessol of the
navy stationed in the Potomac oprc
site the statue fired a regulation salute.

Washington, D. C, April 17 With
impressive military and civic exercises the magnificent memorial to
John Paul Jones, the nav.il hero of
the American revolution, was dedicated in this oity today. Congress
memor50,000 for th
appropriated
ial, which occupies a conspicuous site
at the main entrance of Potomac
park.
The president of the United States
and members of the cabinet, the diplomatic corps, justices of the supreme court of the United States,
officers of the navy
distinguished
and the army, senators, representatives in congress and many others
prominent in official life, as well as a
were
large concourse of citizens
Thousands of bluejackets
present.
of the navy, United States marines,
soldiers of the regular army and of
the National Guard and delegations ENDS INDIGESTION
IN A FEW MOMENTS
representing patriotic and other civic
organizations were assembled In parade as a tribute to the famous naval Gas, Heartburn, Sourness and all
hero.
S)
Misery In Stomach Vanishes
The memorial, the work of Paul H.
Miehaus, the New York sculptor, was
Nothing will remain undigested or
admired by everyone who sav ir. In sour on your stomach if you will take
many respects it differs from other a little Diapepsin occasionally. This
similar memorials erected in the na- powerful
and antiacid.
digestive
tional capital. It consists of a mar- though as harmless and pleasant aa
ble pylon of classic design as the candy, will digest and prepare for asbackground for a colossal bronze fig- similation into the blood all the food
ure of the intrepid naval commander you can eat.
Rat what jour stomach craves,
of the early days of the republic.
The pylon is a massive rectangular without the slightest fear of Indigestower about 15 feet in height. It oc- tion or that you will be bothered with
cupies the center of an ornamental sour risings, belehing, gas on stomfountain, the water for which will ach, heartburn, headaches from stomcome from the bronze heads of dol- ach, nausea, bad breath, water bras'o
i
phins at each end of the pylon. On or a feeling like you had swallowed
the back of the shaft is a large panel a lump of" lead, or other disagreeable
containing a bas relief representation miseries. Should you be suffering
Jones raising the now from anv stomach disorder you
of Commodore
American flag on the historic ship san get relief within five minutes.
If you will get from your pharmaBonhomme Richard.
case of Pape's Diapepsin
The
Jones statue stands at the cist a
base of the) monument in front of the you could always go to the table with
a hearty apeptite, and your meals
pedestal. It is of heroic proportions,
10
The
about
feet
great would tas'te, good, because you would
high.
being
naval commander Is shown In full know there would be no indigestion or
or headache or stomuniform, with an expression and pose sleepless nights
the
next day; and, be
all
ach
misery
suggestive of his indomitable will
would not need laxatives
you
sides,
and unconquerable spirit. Apparentor liver pills to keep your stomach
ly he Is watching a naval engagebowels clean and fresh.
and
ment. His right hand is clenched
Pape's Diapepsin can be obtained
and his left hand clutcnes his sword.
In the die under the statue Is in- from your druggist, and contains
more than sufficient to thoroughly
scribed:
cure the worst case of indigestion or
There is nothing better
dyspepsia.
:
1792
1747
First
on the stomach or sour odors
for
gas
:
To compel foreign men of war
from the stomach or to cure a stom:
:
To strike colors to the
ach headache.
;
:
Stars and Stripes.
You couldn't
keep a handier or
more useful article in the house.
There are two inscriptions on tbn
rear of the pylon. The first of these CALIFORNIA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Is on the stone forming the cap of Chico, Calif., April if With Sin
the shaft. It embodies the language day school workers present from all
to Commodme over the
popularly attributed
annual
state, the forty-fift- h
Jones when called upon by the com- convention of the California
mander of the British frigate Serapia School association assembled here tote surrender the battered American day for a session of three days. Promship Bonhomme Richard. The in- inent among those on the program
scription is as follows:
are the Rev. Charles F. Ateed, D. D.,
of San Francisco; the Rev. Claude
:
Surrender?
Kelly, D. D., of San Jose, and Mrs.
i
I have not yet begun to fight
Mary Foster Bryner, international su
perintendent.
ot
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The second ins
i: jui,t below the baa relief representing Com
mod ore Jones
raising the United
States flag for the first time on so
American warship. It reads:

him.

MEMORIAL
NAVAL HERO DEDICATED
AT WASHINGTON.

116-1-

WEDNESDAY,

In life he honored the flag..
In death the Flag shall honor

JONES
MAGNIFICENT

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

W. Silver Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

MWW1

Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies,
is an infectious blood taint which may be communi
cated from one person to another. Its virus is of a most insidious
nature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it
becomes a thorough systemic poison. So powerful and dangerous is
this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive
it from the system.
It should not be temporized with, but should be
killed as one would a deadly serpent on the pathway. The first manifestation of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
but it rapidly spreads, and in a short time the entire body shows its
The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
presence in the blood.
spots appear on
groin swell, the hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
the body, and frequently running sois and ulcers break out on the flesh.
A condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment
Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
been weakened by the powerful poison must be built up, before health
can be restored. The queston of most importance therefore is what
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier?
We claim this distinction for S. S. S. because of its successful record
for more than forty years.
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood,
it goes into the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious
virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and
other portions of the system, and thus makes a perfect as well as a
permanent cure. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
Not a particle of
each of which has a specific action on the system.
mineral or other harmful substance enters into its composition. S.S.S.

intro-duced-

perfectly sale for any one, and instead of upsetting the stomach, as
mineral medicines often do, it tones up this important member, and
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves of Contagious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S., and if you will write and
request it we will send you, without charge, our Home Treatment
Book which will give you all necessary information for crushing out
;he life ot this serpent-lik- e
poison and curing yourself at home. We
S. S. S. is
will also give vott free miv medical advice you may wish.
sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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FROM THE CAPITAL
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BASEBALL
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NOTES.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Aprit 17. The folPitcher
"The"
lowing were appointed notaries pub- former St.
lic this morning by Governor W. C. beauty," is now
McDonaid:
G. M. Brown, Artesia, Southern

Breltenstein,

Eddy county; T. H. Casey, Elephant
Butte, Sierra county; J. E. Wilson,
Ancho, Lincoln county.
Federal Court.
In the United States versus the
Yankee Fuel Company ot Raton an
Injunction, restraining the company
from mining on the public domain,
was issued
by Judge William H.
Pope In the federal court yesterday.
Gomez

Resign.

The resignation of Rafael Gomez as
a member of the state mounted police force was tendered Governor W.
C. McDonald this morning. The state
organization loses a most efficient
peace officer and the city of Sauta
Pe Is the gainer by the appointment
announced
by Mayor Celso Lopez,
last evening, of Mr. Gomez to the
head of the city's police department.
Department of Education. Advices received by Superintendent
Alvan N. White, state that the following have been appointed on a committee of
by the National Educational association for New
Mexico: W. E. Garrison, president ol
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Las
Cruces, state director and chairman;
J. S. Hofer, superintendent of the
city schools of Tucumcari; M. H
Brasher, superintendent of the city
schools of Ros well; R. R. Larkln
with Glnn & Company at Las Vegas
and State Superintendent of Publlo
Instruction Alvan N. White, Santa
Fe.
District Court.
Judge E. Q. Abbott returned from
Las Cruces late Sunday evening and
held court here yesterday. The following two persons were sentenced
oj their own plea of guilty; William
C. Downs, not less than one veax
nor more than 18 months in the sta.-penitentiary for grand larceny; J. M.
Garcia, sentendced to one year for
grand larceny. Both men are residents of Rio Arriba county.
Judge Abbott yesterday received
the briefs In the Lincoln county
county seat case. A decision as to
or not the injunctions
whether
against Carrizozo obtained by the
present seat of Lincoln shall be dissolved, pending the ultimate decision
of the case in the United States supreme court, will be handed down
soon.
Judge Abbott yesterday drew
the grand and petit 'juries for the San
Juan May term of the district court
The grand jury will meet at Gallup
May 20.. The first week will be de
voted to hearing the civil suits and
the seoond to hearing the criminal
cases.
Case No. 6382, Bertha M. Loomis
vs. Andrew J. Loomis, a divorce proceeding was set for hearing today,
but it is thought that the matter will
not come up until tomorrow.

the

"flo.OW
in the

Louis-Cincinna- ti

8enate Bill No. 23, an act for the
protection of meters, conduits, pipes.
wiresAnd other apparatus, was introduced by Laughren. To committee on private and municipal corporations.
Senate Bill No. 84, by Sulzer, an
act to amend Chapter 40. Laws of the
37th
legislative assembly and to
amend Sections 4137 of the Compiled
Laws of 1897, regulating the sale of
liquor on premises where manufactured. To committee on state affairs.
Senate Bill No. 85, by Holt, an act
to prohibit the unlawful appropriation of eleci ic current, gas or water.
To comrp'i ee on private and municipal corporations.
On troUoa of Holt, the printing and
transit ion of Bills Nos. 83 and 85,
is dispensed with for the time being.
Announcement was made that the
finance committee would meet with
Adjutant General Brookes at 4 p. m.
to consider conditions on the Mexican border.
The committee on state affairs
met at 11 a. m. today. The committee on private and municipal corporations was asked to uunsider immediately the two bills referred to it
this afternoon.
Barth asked when the committee
on constitutional amendments would
meet. A meeting of the committee
was
on mines and manufacturing
held at 10 a. m. today.

House.
umpiring
After the preliminaries, Speaker
league.
The National league teams played R. L. Baca being In the chair.
The following bills were intro
rings around the American league
duced :
teams during the spring inter-leagu-e
House Bill No. 85, by Campbell and
series.
an act creating a normal
House,
of
Charlie
the
Dooln,
Manager
Phillies, believes that Pitcher Mas- school at r'ucutncari.
iiousr- Dili wo. se, by carter, an
ters, a young recruit, will aeveiopo
act to pr rvide for the regulation and
into another Alexander.
The New York Giants will be thL supervision of investment companies
attraction at Cincinnati when Garry and providing penalties for the vioHerrmann's new baseball park is for- lation thereof.
House Bill No. 87, by Gurule, an
mally dedicated on May 18.
Arthur T. Sheehan Is the youngest act to amend Section 2361 of the
business manager in the big league. Compiled Laws of 1897, fixing a fee
for recording chattel
At the age of 23 Arthur is looking at of 50 cents
ter all the coin gathered by the De- mortgages.
Petitions were presented against
troit tigers.
prize fighting and in behalf of other
It is said the Cubs are angling
Fisher, Joe McGinnity's star sec matters and were referred to the
ond Backer. Chance wants Fisher in committee on ways and means.
The committee on liquor traffic reorder to plug up the infield in case
ported House Bill No. 8, to regulate
Evers fails to "come back "
the traffic on intoxicating liquors, reThe circuit of the new Upper
com
commending the passage of the bill
will
be
league
posed of Mesominee, Escanaba and as amended by the committee.
The committee on ways and means
Gladstone, Mich., and Marinette, Wis.
The season will open May IS and reported favorably the House Substitute for House Bill No. 35, by Carclose Sept. 18.
John Franklin Baker of the Ath- ter. It defines, regulates and to a
letics, should be a great drawing certain extent prohibits lobbying. It
card this season, his home-rustunt provides for a jail sentence from so
fail days to 12 months for its violation.
the
world's
series
last
during
will be worth more than four dollar,-- The substitute strikes out Section 5
from the original measure as the matto Connie Mack.
It was In 1901 that Fred Clarke ter is already covered by a constitushifted Hans Wagner from rigHt field tional provision. The bill carries the
to short, and Fred certainly thoweu emergency clause.
that he was there with the ten eager-la- l The bill on motion of Mullens passnoodle when he switched Herr ed unanimously, Vargas in explaining hig vote congratulated its author
Honus.
The Brooklyn fans hate Jake Diai-be- rt and complained of the corporation
like John Dee hates money. Tlis lobbyists, especially pf lawyers emSuperba followers claim that Jake ployed by corporations, whose achas it on all the first basemen, not tions do not look right to the legisexcepting the great Hal Chase cf the lators and the public.
The committee on judiciary recomHighlanders.
The Detroit crew seems to be well mended the passage of the House
fixed in all positions except left Substitute for House Bill No. 14, an
field. From all accounts Jennings act to punish any person selling or
Is up against the same riddle that drinking intoxicants on trains and on
nearly drove him to the funny Works railroad property except at licensed
places. The substitute does not conlast season.
Pitcher George Pierce has Joined fer police power on the conductors.
the Cubs, the 'Chlca&rf team being The penalty is not less than $5 nor
the fourth major league team he has more than $10,000 for each offense.
been connected with. During the On motion of Llewellyn the bill was
past two years he has been tried out passed 44 to 2 votes, Smith explainby the Giants and both Boston teams. ing his negative vote, and Vargas
Thirty Indianapolis boys will per- also voting no.
The committee on judiciary reportform In the major and minor leagues
this season. Owen Bush and Paddy ed that House Bill do. 21, by Tripp
Bauman with Detroit and "Dutch" was in conflict with the constitution,
Miller with Brooklyn, represent the and therefore should be tabled. The
bill was tabled indefinitely on motion
Hoosier capital In the big show.
With twelve Germans on the team of Llewellyn.
The measure provided a code of
the Boston Red Sox are the real
before the corporation
deliprocedure
season.
tfie
Here's
Pretzels this
, commission.
catessen outfit --Stahl, Bedlent,
The committee on ways and means
.Pape, Hageman. Leonard,
Gardreported
favorably, Senate Bill No.
Nunamaker, Yerkes, Wagner,
27, which provides for the payment
ner, Engle and Krug.
of the district clerk, v. r. New-comRead The Optic
of the Seventh judicial district
n

)

for the time of service
from August to December, 1909, and
35 to Judge M. C. Mechem for
of
the same period.
The bill was passed as amended on
motion of Chaves, by 45 to 1, House
voting against It and Mullens ex
plaining his vote.
The committee on Judiciary reported House Bill No. 7, by Toombs favorably. The bill exempts from execution for debts, homesteads, cemetery
lots, implements, household furniture,
family Bbrary, clothes, two horses
and cart, six hogs, twenty head of
sheep, three milk cows, provisions,
current wages for the past 60 days,
as well as certain homestead property in cities belonging to the head ot
the family, husband, or wife, under
certain exceptions and reservations.
Rogers offered an amendment changing the words "lot or lots," to "lot
or tract." A motion of Toombs to
lay the amendment on the table
failed by 33 to 11. On motion of
Llewellyn the bill wa recommitted
to the committee on ways and means.
The committee on state affairs reported favorably House Bill No. 15,
by Skidmore, giving employes two
hours at full pay, to vote on election
day, the employer to specify the
hours the employe may take. The
bill also prohibits the employer from
seeking to Influence the employe 4s
to his vote. The bill passed 45 to
I, Burg voting no.
The committee on Judiciary recommended the tabling of House Bill
No. 34, because a similar bill Is pending in the senate. The bill provides
for the manner that the death penalty shall be Inflicted. The bill was
tabled.
The committee on judiciary reported fovarobly Senate Bill No. 38, by
Miera, fixing the dates for the holding of terms of courts in the Second
judicial district. On motion of Llewellyn the bill was passed unanimously, 47 voting.

The committee on judiciary reported a substitute for Senate Joint Resolution No. 5, providing for a constitutional amendment, amending Section 5 of Article 21 of the state constitution, eliminating the language
qualification. The substitute was
passed unanimously, 46 voting.
The committee on judiciary reported favorably a substitute for Senate Joint Resolution No. 1, providing
for a vote on the above i mendmeat
at the general election on November
7.
The resolution was passed unanimously.
THe committee' oh state affairs reported House Bill No. 65 favorably.
On motion of Skidmore the bill was
passed. It was Introduced by him
and makes October 12 Columbus day,
a legal holiday.

WITH

FIRM FOUNDATION.

Nothing Can Nndermine It in East
Las Vegas.
People arc sometimes slow to recognise true merit, and they cannot
be b lamer, for so many have beetx
humbugger in the past The experience of hundreds ot East Lac Vegas
residents, expressed publicly through
newspaper and other sources. pUees
Doan's Kidney Pills on a firm foundation here.
Fritz Sena, IMS Twelfth SL, East
Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Experience has proven to me that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claim
made for them. For several weeks I
suffered constantly from backache
and In the morning when I got up, I
had acute pains across my kidneys-Exercisbrought some relief, but it
did not rid me of the trouble. The
kidney secretions pained in passage
and were highly colored. Hearing so
much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills, I procured a supply and
menced their use. After I had
a few doses, I noticed a marked improvement and before I had gnished
the contents of the box, I was completely cured."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-MIlhurcents.
Co., Buffalo.
New York sole agents for the United
States.
and
Remember the name Doan's
take no other.
e

n

READY TO OPEN 8EA8ON
New York, April 17. The Interna-

tional league, formerly the Eastern
league, will begin its race for the
championship pennant tomorrow with
games in Baltimore, Providence, Newark and Jersey City. The champion
as
Rochester team Is programmed
the opponlnt of Fred Lake's players
at Providence, while Baltimore will
have the Montreal team as Its guests.
Buffalo will play In Newark and Toronto In Jersey City. The clubs appear to be more evenly matched this
year than last, with all of the man
agers optimistic about their chances
for the pennant The league will
play a season of 154 games, closing
September 22. Providence, Montreal
and Jersey have changed manage
since last season. Fred Lake will pilot tho Providence team. Billy Lush,
the old Cleveland player and Yale
coach, has charge of Montreal. ard
Larry Schlafly, former Washington
player, is tho new manager of the
Jersey City team.

THE BOXERS
4

Pal Moore and Jack Britton have
signed for a bout to take placj In
San Francisco the latter part of this
month.
Carl Morris, the Oklahoma "hop"",
denies that he has gone back to railroading. He says he intends to stick
to the boxing game.
"His wife has made him what he
is." "Well, the punishment fits the
crime." "How Is that?" "She's married to him, isn't she?" Birmingham
Age-Heral-

Don't you sort of envy that bear
this hot weather. He looks cool and
comfortable, doesn't he? Yon would
feel a good deal cooler if you Were,
to use our ice. It's pure and cooling
and just the thing for lemonades,
iced rinks, ice cream, etc. Say, better order some from us today. You
can't buy it any cheaper, nor near
as pure and wholesome.
THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

;

There Is Only One

" Br onto Quinine"
That Is

Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CUKE A COLD

Always remember the full name.

Look

for this signature on every box.

25c.

ONE OAT.

SWA

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK
Full Line of

Bush-elman-

b,

I

THE PLAZA

VEHICLE

HARNESS

X

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

POU

LA

ESTABLISHED

M.

of Immunity from mobs and Insurrection as ar an joyed by native
Mexicans.
American anxiety should
concern Itself In behalf of onr countrymen who are engaged in peaceful
pursuits In Mexico, and not with soldiers who recklessly take sides in in-

1879.

Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated i
M.

eny of action and tka tame measure sold at a higher price than

ailjj (Optic

t)

CO.

EDITOR

PADGETT

ternecine strife.

Per Copy
One Week
On Month
One Year

WINDY CITY
$ .06 BOOM IN
OF "LOOr
BUILDING
15
DISTRICT CAUSES GIANT
65

HEGIRA

7.50

Dally by Mall

One Year
8ix Months
WEEKLY

One Year
Six Months

MOVING

IS ON IN THE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:

Ail records of
Chicago, :l'ttf.
$6.00
the moving van will be put into
3.00
eclipse in Chicago this May day as a
result of the boom in building in and
OPTIC AND STOCK
adjacent tottae "loop district." There
GROWER
never before was seen such a gener
17

$2.00 al moving
1.00
an

(Caah in Advance for Mail Subscriptions)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
vj
responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on

ilX

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TTMF
PAID FOR.

about as

Is

scheduled thl

unusual number of big new
spring,
office buildings having been put into
condition for occupancy by tenants
from other buildings. The filling ot
in turn will
the vacated quarters
cause another hegira, somebody will
be sure to take the place of the sec
ond contingent. The aggregate result
will be tremendous. It, is a harvest
for the transfer companies for they
from
all are swamped with orders
April 20 to May 10. Even a small of
flee cannot be moved out of one office building and into another in a

Advertisers are guaranteed the
minute and the charges for the vans
largest daily and weekly circulation
men go merrily on at the rate of
and
of
in Northwestern
any newspaper
New Mexico.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

One unfortunate con$3 an hour.
cern which this year has to move from
the
building because I
is to be torn down to make room fot
the Continental and Commercial
building, which will be the biggest
skyscraper in the city got a severe
dose of moving two years ago. "Our
desks and files were snatched from
us and rolled off to the elevators,"
the manager related, "but the super
intendent of the building was absent,
could not be found and consequently
no pass was obtainable to allow the
furniture to leave the building. Two
vans and two crews at. $3 per stood
around until quitting time and then
left one office disrupted and the other
bare. The exit was through a blind
alley and the next mornlngjthe teams
were in there ten deep and the van
could not get out. More time at full
rates, hous and hours of It. As a
result the cost of moving was worse
than any fire, if one's Insurance was
good." Moving is no simple thing In
the city, eevn with motor vans and
full equipment, and the total cost of
the Job this year will run Into millions of dollars.
Rand-McN'al-

TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NHJW8 DEPARTMENT
17,

Main

2

Main

9
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OUU DUTY TO MEXICO
atin America has always offered
iin inviting field for the adventurous
oung men of our own country, says

the Kansas City Journal.

Whether
in Mexico, Central or South Ameri
ca, soldiers of fortune seldom fail
to find abundant opportunities to satisfy their thirst for excitement. In
consequence of American youths
freely utilizing this opportunity for
adventure the United States has had
many vexing problems to sjtfve calling for diplomatic delicacy of treatment.
It appears that whenever
some
American youngster hunts around for trouble until
lie finds it, and 1b called upon to face
the consequences of his own rashness, he cries out Iustly for help,
and our state department must go to
hi relief.
A few days ago Thomas Fountain,
an American gunner who had enlisted with the Mexican federal army,
was captured by General Orozco and
shot. Everybody will admit that this
proceeding was not pleasant It was
cruel and perhaps a violation of the
rules of civilized warfare. Friends
of young Fountain are now demanding that our war department send
troops into Mexico to avenge the gunner's death. But there Is another
side to the matter. In the first place,
Fountain had no business meddling
With the troubles of Axico unless he
was prepared to take the consequences. When a mere adventuret
goes out to fight with bushwhackers
e has no right to expect warfare ac
cording to the rules of civilized nations. However deplorable this tragedy is. it does not in itself consu
lt casus belli for the United
There could be
Jurlsdic
m for sending; tnousanus or otnei
joung American soldiers into .Mexi
co to die of fever and in battle just
because a certain venturesome gun
ner was looking for glory and paid
the price of his own folly.
American residents of Mexico who
ure engaged in peaceful occupations
present an entirely different prob
lem. These persons are not fighting
and are not scouting about the conn
trv looking for trouble. And they
nave the same right to protection
and hospitality in Mexico as Mexi
These
fsma hare In this country.
Americans have a right to call upon
their own government to see that
reI
they are not badly treated and to
in
facto
de
the
government
quire
same lib
them
the
to
Mexico
grant
1
d

ii

now

A definite plan for preventing such
floods as are now devastating the
Mississippi valley recently was endorsed at a meeting in Chicago by the
American Reclamation Federauun,
the plan being embodied in the
bill now pending in congress.
In effect the flood waters would be
utilized for navigation during the seasons of low water stages in the rivers by great reservoirs and other projects "for the regulation and control
of the flow of navigable rivers and
their tributaries." The measure is
and extends to the protection of watersheds and the loss of fer
tile soil by erosion. Senator New- lands proposed
steps for
utilizing and for improving natural
waterways which at the same time
would serve in the draining of over- llows which cause property losses
thousands of times greater than the
interest on the necessary government
expenditures although the bill approarr for ten
priates $50,000,000 a
years for a river rcgulattou fund. The
fund is to be expendedoy a "Board
o( River Regulation" consisting of the
chief of engineers of the United
States army, the director of the U.
S. geological
survey, the chief for
ester, the director of the reclamation
service, the chief of the bureau of
plant industry, the secretary of the
Smithsonian institute, one civil engineer, one sanitary engineer, and
The
one
engineer.
with the va
board is to
rious state, municipalities,
public
and
corporations, towns,
counties, districts, communities, persons and associations. The director
of the reclamation service shall extend his work to include the reclama
lion of land by drainage as well as by
fund
irrigation, but the irrigation
now being used under the act of 1902
is not to be used for the new work.

Ivasion of Canada by the big meat
packers of Chicago, who within recent months have established plants
at Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto and other cities, is said to threaten the business of one of the most
picturesque characters that have figured in the development of western
Canada. The building of a third big
packing plant at Calgary has been
taken to mean a systematic war on
Pat Burnsva mlllonalre packer of
Alberta who began his business career wlttuone steer as capital. Burns'
career is pointed to as one of the
landmarks in the marvelous development 6f thef western provinces since
the main line of the Canadian Paci
fic railroad was built
through, to
which a maze of branches since have
been added. He has witnessed the
beginnings and growth of towns and
cities which were open,
prairie when he began supplying meat
to railroad contractors. Bums and
his meat business developed with the
country and from the asset of one hi?
steer Burns has prospered with the
region until now he is several times
a milionaire. He has had to lock
horns with the big packers, however,
and it is commonly said that "the
beef trust is after Burns." He has
thousands of champions
among the
cattlemen for he always has believed
in encouraging the cattle grower and
even has paid more for beef than he
could buy it as a result of the squeezing prices by. the "irust" packers.
One time he paid half a cent a pound
more for cattle than the regular market price and moreover it is said he
has loaned money to the cattlemen
to help them carry their steers until
such time asthe price advanced. He
has expended thousands of dollars in
encouraging the breeding of high
class beef stock and partly as a result of his efforts the Albertan beef
steer has become recognized as a
very superior type of animal. High
prices for hay and feed have given
rise, to the prediction that high prices
will be paid in the immediate future
for livestock
throughout western
Canada. With plenty of feed for the
pasturage it is expected that the
of Albertan beef will be
?reatvbjjlk
wind-swe-
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Entered at the postofflce at East
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for transmis-- '
Ion through the United States malls
as second class matter.
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Sleeping on the sidewalk and camping on a space a foot wide are among
the experiences of Chicago men Who
have lined up in front of the door of
the land office at Lethbridge, Alberta, in preparation for the "opening"
which will take place May 1. "Thirty
days in advance of the opening a
hundred men were lined up at the
land office door and more constantly
are arriving," one man wrote.
men bring these men their
meals and they sleep out doors under
canvas spread over the sidewalks. On
the first day that filing will be received, May 1, the crowd will have
become so large that the mayor already has Instructed .the city engineer
to mark off a space on the sidewalk
one foot wide. From this diminutive
area each man waiting his turn in
the line expects to step into a little
kingdom ot 160 acres just as soon as
the applications can filed. The mayor
has given each man in order a lease
for the little patch
good until May
of sidewalk he occupies waiting contentedly day after day for the golden
opportunity of a good quarter section
in Alberta. Near the head of the line
one man is confined to his cot by
rheumatism but his wife is in constant attendance and he is holding his
placo In the line with the keenest exof
pectation of a prize. Hundreds
people are in the town waiting for
the land opening and more constantly
are arriving, most of them camping
on the sidewalk."
in canvas 'lean-tovRes-taura-

s'

All fraternal insurance that continues on a lottery status was denounced by the Illinois Fraternal
congress in Chicago and by 32 frater
nal societies, members of the congress, in a resolution declaring in
effect that members should accept re
adjustment of rates to adequate
amounts if they wish to protect their
Mdows. This action was a result of
protests "against an increase of rates
recently adopted by one of the largest
iraternal societies. The protesting
members have been warned that the
present rates are not adequate to
funds from
provide the mortuary
which their widows can be paid whijm
the members die and that only psft
of the members those who die Hrhj,
will hold the winning certificates.
The action was a sequel to the adoption b the National Association of
Insurance comissioners of a bill for
uniform legislation, known as the
Mobile bill, which has become law
in many states and now is expected
within a few days to pass trj others.
That bill took cognizance of the recertificates
semblance of fraternal
under inadequate rates to the lottery
that sells tickets, some of which will
win and some of which will not.
The resemblance was seen in the fact
that only those certificates that are
presented first with death claims can
possibly be paid because inadequate
collections cannot provide the amount
necessary to pay the others. The re
solution adopted by the Illinois Fra
"That as
ternal congress declared:
an organization of fraternal benefit
societies we recommend to the mem- -

Woodmen
of
America that they accept the readjustment and retain their membership
In that society."
The protesting
members bats attempted by legislation to prevent a readjustment
of
rates for seevral yean and summon
ed what political strength they could
to pas sa bill for that purpose In de
fiance of mortuary costs ana ma

LIST OF LOST IS
LARGEK THAN EXPLCTEU
;

Continued from Page Foun.

grand banks of New Poundland ea.l)
Monday morning.
From the Chester at an early haur,
ame this message:
"Expect to be up with Carpathia
within three or four hours."
The injection of the scout cruisers
into the situation, indeed seemed to
afford the only hope of opening up
communication with the Carpathia until she reached the wireless zone of
Nantucket, as she was apparently too
far off shore and her wireless apparatus too weak to reach the Sable Is
land station in a way to admit ot the
teady transmission of messages. That
more than 1,300 persons, passenger
and crew, had gone down with the
giant liner was the belief that grew
as
into almost a positive convicr'-hour after hour passed.
It is estimated that approximated
110 members of the crew were saved,
their presence to man the Ufa boats
being required to insure the safety of
the passengers. An estimate of 400
steerage passengers saved completes
the total of 868 which the Carpathia
ha smade known she has on board
As the lists indicate, the great ma
The
jorlty of these are women.
names of only 79 men rescued have
been given in the lists telegraphed
from the Carpathia, whereas the
names of 249 women appear in the
400
Of the
tabulations.
steerage
passengers thought to be saved, ii
is believed that nearly all ' were women.
The men among the passen
gers seemed largely to have remained to die that the women and children
might be saved.
Little hope was entertained
that
the fishing schooner Dorothy Baird,
which was passed by in the vicinity
of the Titanic disaster by the freight
r tkfc "hoeni.v line, had
ci Etonian
rescued any of the liner's passen
gers. Officers of theBtonian thought
it probable that the schooner had returned to St John without knowledge
of the disaster. The names of John
Jacob Astor, Isador Straus, the millionaire merchant, George B. Widener,
of Philadelphia, Major Archibald Butt,
aide to President Taft; Frances D.
Millett, the American artist; William
T. Stead, the London journalist; Benjamin Guggenheim and Colonel and
Mrs. Washington Roebling are among
the more prominent names missing
from the list of the saved.
Inquiries concerning their fate were
being constantly made by callers at the
White Star offices and scores of telephonic and telegraphic communications were received from all parts of
the country. President Taft instrut- ed the company to notify him when
ever they heard anything regarding
Major Butte. This morning the Mar
coni Wireless company reported they
had received no communication from
th eOarpathia and that if atmospheric
conditions were favorable they expected to get in communication with the
steamer through Siasconset station
probably late this afternoon.
Mr. Franklin of the White Star line
said he recokned the Carpathia would
arrive here early Friday morning,
perhaps between 4 and 6 o'clock.
The company had made every arrangement for the comfort of the sup
vivors of the Titanic disaster,
he
added.
"Just now,", he said, "we are
bending every effort to get the names
of the additional survivors. There is
no reason why thees names should
not come through, provided they can
be relayed by some ship, but the Car
nathia's wireless is greatly overtaxed. In fact, she has messages that
would occupy her a week ahead."
The White tSar line made public
this morning the following unsigned
message from the steamship Carpathia, probably relayed to New York:
"Carpathia east of Ambrose 596
miles 11 p. m. Tuesday. All well."
Is meant
By Ambrose
Ambrose
Channel, the entrance of New York
harbor. The line officials think the
Carpathia will arrive here about 9
o'clock tomorrow night.
.

Vessels In Range of Carpathia.
Boston, April 17. Various radiograms received here today showed
that several vessels are within wireless range, either directly or by one
relay, with the steamer Carpathia.
The outward bound Boston steamer
In communication
Franconia was

witB the Carpathia at 9 a. m. The
c
scout cruiser Chester said she
ted to sight the Carpathia at
noon. The scout cruiser Salem announced she would stop otr Nantucket light ship during the forenoon
and relay messages from the Chester
to shore stations.
ex-pe-

$1,050

AT TOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

Ship to Look for Bodies.
Halifax, April 17 The cable ship
MacKay Hennett, which had been
chartered by the White Star line to
go to the scene of the- Titanic disaswas
loaded
ter,
being
today preparatory to departure, in, the hope that
some bodies may be picked up. CofA Relief

fins are being included in the cargo
and several undertakers and embalm- ers will go along.
The cable ship Mlnla, which was
near the disaster, has arrived ' here
with no survivors. It had been hoped
she might have picked up a few
stragglers floating on rafts or among
the wreckage. In addition to 100
is taking
coffins, the MacKay-Bennet- t
several tons of ice..
The mission of this ship recalls the
disaster to the steamer La Bourrogne
when a similar vessel was fitted out
here to search the sea for at that
time more than thirty bodies were
found floating near the scene of the
disaster although the vessel did not
sail from Halifax until a week after
the tragedy.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, StS.OO
and onr
We purchased several carloads of tbis beaatifnl dinner-ware- ,
lam
purchaae enabled Che manufacturer to give us an exclusive deslirn
and a very low price. We are chargluK part of the cost to "advertising
to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense,"la and only ask you"Cosmos"
set. It
of a beautiful
design and cannot be duplloated In
quality for leas than (14 In any retail china store. It Is guaranteed by both
the manufacturer and ourselves.
five
There Is a coupon in every sack of LARABEE 8 Flonr. Send na
or express money order, and we will
coupons and 3.w In cash, draft, postal
Bend yon one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write are
alao good for Rogers1 Silverware
The coupons in LABABEB'8 Flour
and other valuable premiums. Aak for descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
MANS LLEO Flour that makes Baking

GER-

a Delight

GWOCERS

FOR
SALE

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

NEW SPRING NOVELTIES
IN
CLOISONNE

ALABAMA ALL FOR UNDERWOOD
17. The
Ala., April
Montgomery,
democratic state convention of Alabama assembled in Montgomery today to select the delegates to attend

ond choice.

-

Las Vegas Automobile

Third Class List Expected.
Washington, April 17. The follow
Ing telegram was received today by
the navy department from Commander Decker of the scout cruiser Chester, via Portland, Maine.
"Carpathia states that lists of first
and second
class passengers and
and crew were sent to shore. Ches
ter will relay list third class passen
gers when convenltent to Carpathia."
The message Is taken to mean that
the list transmitted by wireless from
the Carpathia to the station at Cape
Race, N. F., through the Olympic,
contains the names of all the first
and second class passengers rescued.
Of the 710 persons who were third
class passengers, probably 310 lost
their lives. The names of 328 first
and second cabin passengers have
been sent ashore, leaving 540 names
to come. Of these probably 400 are
third class passengers and 140 are
members of the crew who manned the
lifeboats.
The dispatch from the Chester stat
fng only the third class passenger list
had not been sent ashore Indicates
that 115 first and 167 second' class
passengers 'Tost, their lives. With 720
of the crew probably lost, the total
number of those who perished is es
timated at 1,312.

the democratic national convention
in Baltimore. There Is no contest
on the presidential instructions to be
given the delegates, as Alabama is
bestowing her strength on her favorite son, Oscar W. Underwood, the
leader of the democratic party In the
national house of representatives.
The delegates will be charged .to remain with Mr. Underwood on every
ballot taken by the Baltimore convention. The plans of the ardent Underwood admirers provide for no sec-
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BROOCHES.

ENAMEL

BELT

BUCKLES.

SHIRT WAIST SETS
BEAUTY

PINS

AT

TAUPERT'S
SHOES, OXFORDS and PUHPS
Desireable Styles, lasts and; materials. Plain pumps for women
in patent kid, gun metal, velvet and satin. Two strap gnn metal
and patent pumps for girls.

92.75 to $4.00
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The New Summer Style Book

Spring

Two thousand illustrations
32 full page fashion picture
A pattern free with each book
At the pattern counter
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Refined Entertainers

Tonight and

Tomorrow Night
Complete Change of
Pictures and Act. ...

The Browne Theatre

4 4
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New York City.
W. H. Tucker, Santa Fe electrician
from Topeka, was In las Yeuas today on business.
A. M. McCready, Santa Fe traveling engineer, came in last night from
bis headquarters in Raton.
Mrs. Lizzie" V. Carpenter, formerly of Las Vegas is visiting here from
her home In Ontario, Calif.
J. A. Seth of Albuquerque, arrived
last night from the Duke City on Ja
short business trip to
Santa Fe Conductor Harry Cres
wick returned
yesterday afternoon
from a trip in the southern states.
E. Cordeal, Santa
Fe i)6nus in-

rhom everything depends.
H" responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
n prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

FOR A JOB WITH

John Caldwell returned yesterday
afternoon from a short business trip
to Rocky Ford.
Mrs. Ike Appel and daughter have
returned from an extended trip to
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WILL TRY

WINGO

1

MAROONS
COLLEGEYOUNGSTER
WHO
MADE GOOD RECORD HERE
BACK ON THE JOB.
-

The baseball fans of Las Vegas If
uiembering the phenominal work of
Ralph Wlngo on the mound for tiie
.Maroons two seasons ago, wi'l wel
come the announcement that "iflng"
will be one of the candidates for the
staff this summer. Wlngo arrived
iu Las Vegaa about a week ago and
he had no sooner landed here than
he put, In his application for a try-ouwhich, needless to say. was ao
cepted on the jump.
Wlngo says that he is in excellent
condition and hopes to deliver the
Fans remembering his past
goods.
record and taking a . glance at his
big hulk, doubt not but that he will
be one of the twirlers for 1912. Since
leaving here two years ago, Wlngo
has been attending college In Kentucky and has made a name for himself in all branches of athletics. He
was in the football line up, a mem
ber of the track squad and the leading twirler of his school.
Having just quit school before coming to Las Vegas, he is in training
from a strenuous season with the
track team and looks good for any
kind of athletics. While with the Maroons two years ago he won the
name of being an all around ball
player and on several occasions when
not in the box, held down the initial
sack with the ease and skill of a
veteran. Wlngo is also something
of a slugger, going contrary to the
rule that twirlers are little good
with the stick. In the past Wingo has
always pitched good enough to win
his games if properly supported, and
the fans look forward to his doing
this for the Maroons this season.
The line-uof the Maroonr 1b
being straightened out and on
the list appear names of son?e crack
ball players and no doubt the
triumph of 1911 will be repeated by
the crew this summer.
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COOK'S

BOO- K-.

Its FREE

In the wonderful K C Cook's Book, Mrs. Janet
of Boston Cooking School
McKenzie Hi
fame, tells every housewife how to become an expert cook hor,to. prepare
such appetizing dishes the family will go simply wild over what you set
before them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
time it the few simple suggestions are followed.
PSBvcan guarantT
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want you to know exactly wnat ft. - .oa ;s
rowder is and what it will ao ror juu m
won
your own kitchen. You need tins
derful book It IS OI Vital lmponam-T- :
""
to every housewife.
-

How to get the
TaqdbS

CooK's BooK

Mfg. Co.

Write your name and address
plainly on this coupon, at
tach the colorea cerantaw
cans,
packed in
I enclose certificate
Send UK Cook' Boole
sending both to us

"

Dept. 54
Chicago.

You will be

did.
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"I have discussed the possible re
duction of rates with officials of other railroads and I know it to be the
consensus of opinion that rather than
submit to a reduction they will sacri
fice the business, which will go tO
tne steamsnip tinea,, said Mr. Mudge
It has been frequently reported;
that the Rock Island plans to extend
its present line from Fairbanks, Ariz.,
to Tucson, and thence by the new
Spreckles road Into southern Cali
fornia and Los Angeles. Mr. Mudge
however, declares that while the
line to Tucson Is not an impossibility
nothing definite has been decided as
to the extension. He said:
"While I have Just come from San
no conference
there
Diego I had
with the Spreckles interests concerning an extension or an agreement. So
long as our relations with the Southern Pacific remain as at oresent
very friendly no extension will be
contemplated. All the railways now
operating in this section of the country are doing well. They are pros- -

y

good health and far much mora virile
than I had been led to expect He
has an extraordinary knowledge of
religions conditions in the United
tSates. He has a charming

ore
Home Baking.

HANDSOME PLANT

Better ever way
than the r

FOR

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
HAS 8HIPPED 8EVERAL SPECIES TO F. O. BLOOD.

Dr Prices

What Is a vitex incisa? That la a
question that Postmaster F. O.. Blood
is trying to solve. He will know la
a few days, however, as Peter Bis-se- t,
expert plant introducer of the
United States department of agriculture has sent him several samples of
this species, which will be planted In
Hlllslte and Lincoln parka Mr. Bis-se- t
has also sent salix to the number of 40 and five plants of "Jasmi-mum.- "

Powder
Baking
A

FOR

pure,Cream

NORMAL
STATE FEDERATION
OF WOMEN
REQUESTS
REPRESENTATION
ON GOVERNING BOARD.

The funeral of J. S. Boswick, who
orning was held this
morning at 10:30 o'clock from the
chapel of J. C. Johnsen and Son. Interment was in the Masonic cemetery.
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's
Memorial Episcopal church, officiated
at the services. The funeral was pri
vate.
ilied Monday

Dr.

James Wroth, deputy grand
master, A. F. and A. M., will be In
Las Vegas tomorrow night and will
be at the regular communication of
Chapman Lodge No. 3.. All members
are requested and visiting brothers
invited to be present. Dr. Wroth is
on one of his regular official visits
t the lodge.
William Comstock, dry farmer and
land man, returned this afternoon
from a business trip to Newton, Kan.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned this
afterenoon from a weeks' trip to Kansas City and points in Kansas.
Mr. .and Mrs. Fidel Delgado and
little daughter, Catherine, are here
from their home in Belen for a visit
with Mr. Delgado's brother, Lorenzo
Delgado, and his mother, Mrs. Delgado, of the West side.
Mrs. Bertie Hosmer will arrive ths
evening from her home in New York
and will be In Las Vegas a short
time, the guest of Mias Sa.iiO'Byrne. Mrs. Hosmer is en route
to California.

larfcar

Mr. Blood, who Is a member ot the
city park commission and one of the
leading boosters for pretty municipal
parks, wrote to the department of
agriculture some time ago with the
request that some plants be sent him
for use In the municipal beauty spots.
The reply of Mr. Blsset contained
the information that most of the
plants for free distribution had already been sent out bnt that he
would place Las Vegaa on his list
and make frequent
shipments of
plants and flowers la the future.
This means that Las Vegaa parks
may be beautified with little expense.
Excellent care has been taken of
the parka and the grass Is now growing in good ahape. A few years ago
the parka were little more than vacant lots covered with weeds and other undesirable vegetation. Now they
are handsome spots. The trees arc
attaining a good else and It will nut
be long before they will furnish ample shade.

owder
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The State Federation of Women
has begun a movement which ,it
hopes, will result in the appointment
of women as members or the boards
of regents of the various educational
institutions in New Mexico. Representatives of the federation In Las
Las Vegas have sent to Governor
W. C. McDonald a petition
praying
that Mrs. W. J. Fugate of this city
be appointed a member of the board
of regents for the Normal University.
A delegation
of women is said to
have waited upon the governor recently in the Interest of the chosen
object of the federation. In view of
the fact that the governor la expected to make bis appointments from
members of political parties It is believed he will be unable to appoint
women as regents, as the fair sex is
not entitled to a vote and thus a
woman cannot be called a member of
any particular political organization.
It has been suggested that if worn
en are made regents of the state
schools they should be chosen from
the alumnae of the school.
Supporters of this plan assert that
every board of regents should con
tain members of the alumni of the
various schools, as graduates often
take a live Interest In the affairs of
their alma mater many years after
they have received their diplomas
and gone out Into the world. There
are many alumni of tno Normal re
siding In Las Vegas. In case the ap
pointment of John D. W. Veeder as
a regent Is not confirmed it Is said
to be likely that Governor McDonald
will appoint In his stead a graduate
of the school.

o1
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Then under her own steam the
Titanic, which is carrying about 1,600
pasengers of all classes, proceeded
down Southampton Waiter on her way
In addition to the passengers
In thn Herald Hlanntehen vps- uaj , RC1C IjUlUU, I ouu All 3. JUUU
Jacob Astor, who have ben touring in
Egypt and the near East; Mr. Bruce
Ismay, chairman of the White Star
company; Mr. CIarence Moore, who
has accepted the mastership of the
youdoun (Virginia) rounds, and Mr.
and Mrs. Isador Straus, who have
been at Cap Martin.
The Countess of Rothes, who also
is a passenger, Bald she is going out
to join her husband, who has bought
a fruit farm In the west, and will return to England in July to take their
children over to the United tSates.
ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
Asked how she liked the Idea of leav
AT A SACRIFICE
ing London society for a California
No. 1016 Fifth street, 6 rooms and
fruit farm, La4y Rpthea aaJfli
an ratfc 3 -- lota, seed bsm eWefcefr
full of Joyful expectation."
houses and garage. Owner wants to
Major Archibald W. Butt, President sell before leaving city and will take
Taft's special aide de camp, who pre$3,200.
sented letter from Mr. Taft to the THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY
CORPORATION.
pape, said :
"His Holiness is In surprisingly
Real Estate Loana Insurance
bap.
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HAD A BAD
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START
DEPARTURE
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OF

TITANIC

FROM SOUTHAMPTON

WAS

ILL OMENED

The maiden voyage of the Titanic,

the gigantic vessel which sank

off

the coast of New Foundland and took
1,350 people to a watery grave, was
ill omened from the first. When the
vessel left Southampton, England,
April 10, It almost participated in a
serious disaster. The occurrence is
described in ilio New York Herald
of April 11 as follows:
The start today of the giant Titanic
of the White Star line, the sister
ship of the giant Olympic, on her
maiden volage from Southampton to
New York was nearly marked by a
disaster similar to that which befell!

the

Olympic

last

--

fall.

Very slowly the Titanic left her
pier, paslng the Oceanic, which look
ed like a pigmy, until she came op
posite the New York, of the American
line. Suddenly there was a noise like
minute guns going off. The Titanl's
pasengers crowded to the port Bide of
the vessel to see what was happen'
ing.
Tremendous suction had been developed by the 45,000 ton steamship and
seven of the hausers holding the New
York to her pier had parted. The
paeengere of the Titanic appeared to
be greatly excited. Soon the big
steamship came to a standstill, and
a ssoon as the ropes had been disconnected her three tugs went to the assistance of the New York, barely 15
feet separating the two vessels.
Fortunately the tugs got the New
York back to her pier without a mis- -

NIAGARA ftAlD GLOVES
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16jButton all silk in al
colors $1.00 pair.
12 Button all silk 75c
pair.
16 Button Chamoisette
65c

pair.
Short all silk Gloves 50c

pair.

Short

Chamoisette
Gloves 50c pair.
Short Lisle & Chamoisette 25c pair.

Hoffman

I

Graobarth

THE POPULAR PRICE

M. CtJNNtNQHAn,
FRANK SPRINGER

Surplus
$50,000.00
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WHY HE WA8 LATE

T.

HOSKINS,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Vegas Servings Bank

-

"What made you so late?"
"I met Smtthson."
"Well, that is no reason why ye
should be an hour late getting homf
to supper."
"I know, but I asked him how hf
was feeling, and he Insisted on tell
ing me about his stomach trouble.'
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
Iain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that Is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.

D.

LS.S VEGAS

Las

STORE

Main 104

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00

J.

CITY

PARKS

made foods

WOMAN REGENT IS

PROPOSED

1912.
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spector, with headquarters in I.a Junta, rrrvedtast rrfght from Colorado.
H. H. Riley, Santa Fe division acBeware of Ointments for Catarrh
countant, came In last night from his
That Contain Mercury
in La Junta on busias mercury will surely destroy the headquarters
ness.
of
smell and completely desense
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Adams, who
range the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces. have been in Las Vegas several days,
Such articles should never be used returned to their home in Rociada
except on prescriptions from reput'
r
able physicians as the damage they today.
and
of
will do is ten fold to the good you
Earlckson
Earickson,
Perry
can possibly derive from them. Hall's Sabin, went on a short business trip
Cartarrh Cure, manufactured by F. to
Springer and Wagon Mound this
J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.,
con,
afternoos.
no
Is
in
and
taken
tains
mercury,
Albuof
Ds. James H. Wroth
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
Masonic
deputy grand masIn buying Hall's Catarrh querque,
system.
will
Las Vegas tomorin
arrive
ter,
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken Internally and made In To- row afternoon.
ledo, Ohio, by P. J. Cheney & Co.
John Rogers, court stenographer
Testimonials free.
of the Eighth judicial district, re
Sold by Druggists.
Price 76c per
turned last night from a short trip
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con--t to Santa Fe.
I
H. A. Chamberlain, Santa Fe claim
pat Ion.
adjuster from Topeka, Kan., was in
Last
yesterday and today on
NORMAL TO GRADUATE officialVegas
business.
Mrs. J. M. Ohristy, one of the SanITS LARGEST CLASS ta Fe dispatchers, went to Lamy yesterday afternoon returning home last
night on train No. 2.
TWENTY-SEVEB. W. Stewart, of Clayton, arrived
YOUNG
MEN
AND WOMEN WILL RECEIVE
last night from his home. He is a
DIPLOMA'S IN JUNE.
baseball player and. has asked for a
tryout with the Maroons.
Early in June the New Mexico
George Cowherd, a Santa Fe offi
Normal University will graduate the cial from La Junta, was a visitor in
largest class in the history of that Las VegtfV today, having arrived
institution when 27 young men and from Colorado last night.
women torill receive
Colonel H. E. Twitchell, assistant
diplomas and
certificates.
The largest class pre- - solicitor for. the Santa Fe in New
viously graduated was composed cH Mextco-- reft this afternoon ror Albu17 persons.
Of this year's class lf querque on official business.
will receive the degree of bachelor
A. Gandert, of Mora county, came
of pedagogy, one will get the degree in last night from his home. E. H.
OLD
of master of pedagogy, 10 will be Biernbaum, deputy county clerk, acgraduated from the academic depart companied him to Las Vegas.
ment and one will finish the work of
Geojfge RaycraSt, brother of the
r
the
Normal. Of the gradu- late Joe Raycraft, was in Las Vegas
;
ates three are
it yesterday from his home m
111.,
being asserted that the Normal will
going to Watrous last HEAD OF ROCK ISLAND
SAYS
graduate this year more Spanish-speakin- night.
THERE'S NOTHING TO 45- W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
YEAR-OLyoung people than any othTHEORY.
er school In the state. The Normal passenger agent of the Denver &
to date has 114 graduates. The pres- Rio Grande.arrlved yesterday afterLos Angeles, Cal., April 17. "A
ident, Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, and noon from Ms home in Santa Fe on man over 45 years of age no longer
are greatly business.
the board of regents,
useful
That's all bosh. I'm 55 my
Jose Ortiz y Pino, county commis self and no one can say I am not
pleased with the progress bein?
made by thet school.
sfoner of Santa Fe county; arrived active. A man is oin his
prime at 45
last night from his home is Galis- - Of course, there is an unofficial rule
Miss Ruth Sears of Marcellne, Mo., teo and was in Las Vegas today on that a railroad
company does not
Is in Las Vegas for a short visit with
want to take new men into the serMiss Mabel Laird. Miss Sears stopO. A. Rrown, Santa
Fe division vice at 45. We want them before
ped off en route from Alameda, Calif., freight agent with headquarters in they get to the prime stage, so that
where she has been attending school, Wichita, was In Las Vegas yesterday they will be
prime in the service at
te her home.
afternoon between trains.
that age."
H. U. Mudge, president of the Rock
Island system, and one of the most
prominent railway! officials in the
United States, made the above statement. He decried the stand taken
by some corporations
against men
who have passed the border of 45,
and declared that at his age he feels
as fit as ever.
Mr. Mudge is accompanied by his
wife. He has been to San Diego and
after a few days' visit In Los Anegels
will go to Colton to see some friends
and then will journey to San Fran
,

perous, but as to the advisability of
the Rock Island becoming a third
line, nothing has been decided."
The Rock Island railway reeen'ly
inaugurated a system whereby em
ployes of the company could borrow
money from the company when In
need, and thus avoid the money lend
ers and their usurious rates.
"This system has proved a success
and engendered a better feeding between the company
and the employes," said Mr. Mudge. "We wanted to put a stop to the exorbitant Interest rates and methods of the mon
ey lenders, and we made it clear to
our employes that If they were reay
in need they could
borrow money
from the company. We do not want to
encourage the practice of borrowing
and we loan money to employes only
when we know that the occasion is
urgent."

17,

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

Wm. G.

with the San Miguel National Bank

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PeJd on Deposis

Cashier.
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GIFT OF THE
GROOM

By OLIVE ROBERTS BARTON
(Copprlkt, MU, by AMOcUUd litewwy Pun.)
Eric Prescott stood at the window
of bla little real estate office in Fordport. He had opened it in the tali
and now It waa spring.
He looked at the landscape complacently well pleased with himself
for various reasons. In the first place,
coming from the south, he had shivered and shaken all the cold northern winter; bnt the warm May weather suited htm. The freshness of

everything, the little yellowish green
leaves, the smell of the lilacs and the
conga of the birds made Fordport
more like home.
Another reason for his felicity was
(he little office and the row of six
nearly completed frame houses half a
(block down the street. He could see
the latter from his window. The outside work had been done before the
rough weather and the inside during
the winter months. Nothing remained
to be done but the trimming, paving
and one extra coat of paint on each.
Eric Prescott was engaged to be
married to Rose Marshall, the belle of
Fordport. When he had settled in
the village eight months before Hose
was engaged to marry Tom Lyle.
The minute he saw Rose, Erlo made
up his mind to have her. The fact
that she was engaged to Tom Lyle
waa nothing to him.
Few girls would shave been proof
against the siege he immediately laid
to Rose's favor. His southern accent
and excellent taste In clothes, which
aet off his tall slender figure, made
kim favorite with all women.
Eric showered gifts of candy, roses,
books and music on Rose, who refused them all at first then accepted
a few flowers reluctantly and Anally,
overwhelmed with many attentions,
succumbed completely. Then she and
Tom quarreled and that was exactly
what Eric wanted. They were soon
engaged and Rose was seemingly happy. She was the envy of all the Fordport girls
The corner house in the row was
to be hers when they were married.
Eric gave her to understand that before she had accepted him. She joked
at home about loving the house as
much as she loved Erie.
The house began to look different
from the others in the row. The
porch was extended around the aide
and made two feet wider than the
bef porches.
Rose, busy with her trousseau, ap-- i
red to be very happy and the wed- ng was a month away. She seldom
v Tom Lyle.
He waa spending
-

i

aC

tVwe

the

lard a

mile from the village. She
herself that she had es-- i
a life of monotony In the coun-- t
Town life suited her.
me day she met Tom driving two
kUauge men toward the farm. He
seemed to be explaining something
to them and merely nodded at Rose.
She went home thoughtfully. He evidently was not unhappy.
The day following this meeting
with Rose, Tom hitched his little
lilack mare to the runabout and drove
over to see his chief councilor and
confessor. Aunt Polly Goodwin. She
was taking a "nap" in her sitting room
when Tom drove In at the gate.
"What news, Tommy? Sit right
down here. Now tell me Is there
much coal on the farm?"
"Yes, Aunt Polly, acres of It they
say. Congratulate me. I am a rich
man."
"Bless your heart, Tommy," said
the old lady, wiping her eyes with the
corner of her apron. "I am so glad,
so glad for you."
"Thanks, Aunt Polly, but riches do
me little good now," he returned a
little bitterly.
The old lady looked at Tom keenly. "If you don't mind me mentioning It, Tom, I have been doing a little thinking lately, since you talked
of finding coal. May I suggest a little plan? You used to take my
advice."
"Fire away, auntie, that'a what 1
came for."
Well, It Is this way. I bate to see
a fine girl like Rose Marshall throw
herself away on that southern dude,
and ruin her life at the same time.
Her heart is in the right place, but
her head has been turned by Pres-cott- 's
attentions and bis house. Now
that you have some money "
"Money:" he interrupted impatiently. "If you mean that Rose" will marry me now that I am rich
"Hush, Tom!" she Bald softly. "Now
listen to me. Rose is not to know a
word about your good luck. Neither
Is anyone in town to know It for a
little while. This is my plan."
Tom left a half hour later thinking
what a wonder Aunt Polly was and
with a determined set to his lips boding good or aill for someone.
week or so before the
One day,
wedding. Rose stopped in to see Erlo
at bis office.
"I've come to ask about the window
Erlo," ahe exseat In the dining-room- ,
plained after he had kissed her. "I do
aot want it varnished. Did you tell
i

con-ilate- d

Estrsy Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
nay concern that the following described astray animal waa taken up by
M. O. Keenan, Springer, N. II.
To-wOne gray mare, 13 or 15
years, 950 lbs., 14 hands
mmm
Branded
On left hip
Said animal ueing unknown to luu
Hoard, nnless claimed by owner on or
before May 3. 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Alone in her room, Rose began to ldvertlsement, said estrsy will be sold
tblnk as she had not done for ay this Board for the benefit of the
months.
The sale of the houae, his jwner when found.
wedding gift to her, had given her a
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sudden Jolt. But after all a house is
Albuquerque, N. M.
only a house, her common sense kept
1st
12, last pub. April 23, '12
pub.
April
for
her.
do
must
She
nothing
telling
which she would be sorry. But someEttray Advertisement
thing was wrong with her. All her
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
dead.
for
Eric
seemed
Surely
feeling
his thoughtlessness could not kill may concern that the following dereal love so easily. Rose sat and scribed estray animal was taken up by
thought it all out. Then she realised S. Brown, La Lux, N. M.
for the first time that her feeling for
One red and grey, blaze
the southerner was not love at all.
face mare, about 7 years, 750 lbs.. 8
She cried herself to sleep that night
hands high.
thinking of Tom. "Ob, what have 1
Branded
done?' she moaned. "I have spoiled
On left hip
his I'fe and mine, but I would rather
live In a cave with 'him than in a palSaid animal being unknown to this
ace with Eric."
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
In the morning she awoke clearbefore May 3, 1912, said date being
headed and courageous. Before she
10 days after last appearance of this
to
one
dressed she wrote two notes,
Eric breaking the engagement, and a advertisement said estray will be sold
very short one to Tom, merely asking by this Board for the benefit of the
him to come to see ber as she had owner when found.
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
something to explain.
Tom went to Rose's house. He had
Albuquerque, N. M.
not been surprised to get the note.
1st.
last
12,
pub.
pub. April 2312
April
Rose, trying to look matter-of-fac- t
and dignified, met him at the door.
Estray Advertisement
And Tom pretended not to notice her
Notice is hereby given to whom it
burning cheeks and eyes which
may concern that the following dethreatened to run over.
"I will Just keep you a minute, scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tom," she said simply, "but I wanted H. R. Parker, East Las Vegas, N. M.
you to know something. It Is due you.
One bay stallion about 600
You were entirely in the right when
lbB., 8 years, 13 hands high.
we quarreled and I am very sorry. 1
Branded
mm
was wrong and I want you to know It.
On left hip
mm
And another thing " She stopped
Said animal being unknown to this
suddenly, then caught her breath and
the color left her faoe. "I have broken Board, unless claimed by owner on or
I before May 3, 1912, said date
my engagement to Mr. Prescott.
being
tnink you should be the first one to 10
days after last appearance of this
know It I discovered quite accidentadvertisement said estray will be sold
ally that I did not love him. That is
all, Tom," ahe said, rising and holding by this Board for the benefit of the
out her hand with a smile, "except owner when f jund.
OATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
that mother and I are going away tomorrow for a month or two and I will
Albuquerque, N. M.
Do say I am forgiven. 1st. pub.
say good-by- .
12, last pub. April 2312
April
I would feel better about
you
Rose sank into a chair, white and
shaking. "Please explain."
He turned quickly. "I had too good
an offer to refuse. A firm in the city
offered me tea thousand for It and
wanted an Immediate answer. Ton
were In Fox burg yesterday and I could
not wait to ask yon. So I wired
'Yes.'
You didn't care so much as
that for the house, did you? We can
put up another."
She rose unsteadily, the tears starting to her eyas. "I must think It all
over, Eric. I am a Utile upset. Qood-b.- "

it:

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

It

know."
Tom

looked at her steadily, then
took her little pink hand In his. Slowly he reached for the other and got it.
"Rose!"
Rose dropped her eyes and turned
crimson again.
"Rose, do you love me?"
No answer.,
"Tell me.' Do you love me?"
"Yes, Tom," almost lnaudlbly.
He gathered her In his arms and

kissed her.
"Dearest," he said a little later. "1,
too, have something I must get off
I thought I would beat
my mind.
Eric at his own game. 'All's fair In
love and war,' he used to say, and so
It is."
Rose looked startled. He went on.
Did Eric tell you he bad sold the
house?"
"Yes."
"Well

bought it. The farm has
valuable coal on It, Rose, and 1 sold
the rights. No one knows it but 1
am rich now. I had an idea you did
not love Eric Prescott and I determined to try him, too. I got an uncle
of mine to make an offer for the
house to see If he would sell it Prescott sent the answer by wire in less
than five minutes. Now am I forgiven, dear? The houae is still yours,
I

you know."
Rose put her arms around his neck.
"You are a dear, but I would rather
live in the country," she said.
QUICK

WIT SAVED

SITUATION

French Audience, True to Natural
Characteristic, Mollified by Poor
Attempt at Joke.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it

APRIL

advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12

1912.
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want

HHt

t:

SJL

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said daite being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wheD found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less
space than two
line. All advertlB-ment. a ...... w
rk,r,.d
Jjtu
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
.
.
O mmnI. I
in advance preferred.
--

--

.'.

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Ed Wrigler, Questa, N. M.
t:
One sorrel mare and ooit,
12 years, 850 lbs. 5 feet.
To-wl-

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

m

Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
One 2 year old roan Bteer,
amm
Branded
On left ribs
To-wi- t:

KJ

Branded
On right hip, ribs
and shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by tbis Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12

e

-

Life.

LODGE
M.

NO.

t,

NO.
A. F. A EL
1,
LODGE
DORADO
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
OF

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In seek
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited
N. O. Herman, W. IC; B. R. Murray,
Secretary.

every on day evening is Castle Hall.
Vlsltinf Knights are
invited.
cordially
XT

nler.

Liebsoh- -

E.

IChas.

Chancellor

Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

LAS VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

conclave second Tues-Waday in each month at Ma- MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
sonic T ecu pie at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Meet In the forest of brother lj
Boucher, 8. C; Chan. Tamme, Relove at Woodmen of the Worl
corder.
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
MASONS Regular convoca- ARCH
lng neighbors are especially wsi
tlon first Monday In each
OHPH month at Masonic Tenv come and cordially invited.

17)1
tevaf
Wmm

at 7:80 p. m. MR.
Williams, H. P.; F. O.
Blood. Secretary.

pie,

o. ELKS Meets second as'
fourth Tuesday evening of eae
hall.
Vlatttar
month at O. R.
brothers are cordially Invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. v).
Condon, Secretary.

B. P.

a

RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
2.
S Meets first and third Fridays in
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
.Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesWorthy Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
day evenings each month, at Wood
MIDDLE aged woman wants posit'on
Secretary. Phone Main 829, 180
man hall. Visiting Brothers corGrand avenue.
as housekeeper
tor bachelor or
A. M
dially Invited to attend.
widower. Address M. 3., care cf
C. Ward, SecE.
Adler.
President;
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Optic.
retary.
108 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
WANTED
Dining room girl. 403
DENTISTS.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
Railroad.
E. E. Oehrlng,
cordially welcome.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
J. T. Buhler, secretary;
WANTED
Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane, president;
Dentist
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
909 Jackson.
Suit 4. Crockett Building. Has phest
at office and residence.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNC
WANTED
Girl to wait on table at
. . NO.
804. Meets second and ff"
Montezuma restaurant.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pion.
ATTORNEYS
building. Visiting members are
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. O t
HUNKER A HUNKER
E. P. Mackel, F. S
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunk
FOR RENT Modern furnished room,
Attorneys st Law.
I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. I, an
New Mext
fine location. Inquire Optic office.
Vegas.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their ball on Sixth street All visitFOR RENT Three furnished rooms
LOCAL TIME CAHI)
for housekeeping, also three unfuring brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
nished rooms, reasonable rent. AdEA8T BOUND
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
dress Ralney, Box 717, Las Vegas,
Arrive
Bepar
Karl
N. M.
Worts,
Treasurer;
Secretary;
No. 2
9:15 p. a.
9:10 p m
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10 p. at
FOR RENT Two room
furnished
1:16 a.m...... 1:25 a. m
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 8
1:46 p m... . 2:10 p. at
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 10
FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeepTuesday of the month In the vestry
WE8T BOUND
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optlo.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. at
o'clock p. m Visiting brothers are No. 1
6:16 p m
6:10 a. m
invited
Isaac Appel, No. 3
oordlr.lly
4:40 p m
4:60 p r
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 7
No. 9
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m
retary.
FOR SALE CHEAP On small payments, good
Mendelssohn piano.
621 Railroad avenue.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN

Wanted

For Rent

may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Miss Ethel Toole, Melrose, N. M., R.
F. D. 1.
One light gray mare, about
years, 550 lbs.
mam
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 3, 1912, said daite being
Estray Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice is hereby given to whom ic
advertisement said estray will be sold
concern that the following deby this Board for the benefit of the may
scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
Domicil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One bay horse, seven
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
14
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
years
hands high, 800 lbs.
old,
1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
Branded
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled till July i. Mrs. M. E. StevOn
shoulder
right
Estray Advertisement
ens, Humboldt Kan.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following de- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
scribed estray animal was taken up by before May 3, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
10 days after last
Cresencia Henera, Chamtta, N. M.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
appearance of this
t:
One red and white spotted advertisement said estray will be sold may concern that the following deface female cow, about 2 years, 225 by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
feet high.
lbs, 3
owner when found.
Creseneio Henera, Chamlta, N. M.
t:
One 4 year old cow, red
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
and white, about 400 lbs.
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this 1st. pub. April 12, last pub. April 23, '12
On left ribs
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom, it
10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following de Board, unless claimed by owner on or
advertisement, said estray will be sold scribed
before May 3, 1912, said date being
estray animal was taken ap by
by this Board for the benefit of the
10 days after last appearance of this
Domicil Salazar, Cerro, N. M.
owner when found.
i:
une sorrel horse, 7 years advertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
this Board for the benefit of the
old weighing 800 lbs, 14
hands by
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M. high.
1st pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
mmm
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left shoulder
Qfl
1st.
last pub. April 23, '12
12,
pub.
April
Ettray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Board, unless claimed by owner ..n ,ir
WHY HE WAS LATE
nay concern that the following
before May 3, 1912, said date being
"What made you so late?"
was
animal
taken
estray
up by 10 days after last
"I met Smitbson."
appearance of this
J. H. Lewis, Orange, N. M.
"Well, that is no reason why you
advertisement said estray will bo sold
One black horse 12 or
by this Board for the benefit of the should be an hour late getting home
to supper."
13 years, 5F0 lbs., 13
hand high. O'vner when found.
"I know, but I asked him how he
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
was feeling, and be insisted on tell
On left hip
lng me about his stomach trouble.',
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st. pub.
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
April 12, last pub. April 2312
Iain's .Tablets?"
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
before May 3, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
all dealers.
to days after last appearance of this
Notice Is hereby given to whom it ty
advertisement said estray will be sold may concern that the following de
For rheumatism you wijl find nothis Board for the benefit of the scribed astray animal was taken up
by thing better than Chamberlain's Uni
iwner when found.
Bentgno Padilla Puerto de Luna, N. ment. Try it and see how quickly
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M.
it gives relief. For sale by all deal
One white faced six year old cow, ers.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Bt. pub. April 12, last pub. April 2312
weighing 700 lbs.
You will look a good while before
Branded
you find a better medicine for coughs
Estray Advertisement
On left ribs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
Notice is hereby given to whom It
It not only gives relief- -It
Said animal being unknown to this Remedy.
may concern that the following decures. Try it when you have a
scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or cough or cold,
and you are certain
J. B. Stephens, Hudson, N. M.
before May 3, 1912, said date being to be pleased with the prompt cure
One bay blazed face, white 10 days after last appearance of this which it will effect. For sale by all
front feet horse, 12 or 14 years, 14 advertisement, said estray will be sold dealers.
hands.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Don't be surprised if you have an
owner when found.
Branded
attack of rheumatism this spring.
CATTLE
On left hip
SANITARY BOARD,'
Just rub the affected parte freely
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
disappear. Sold by all
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st. pub. April J 2, last pub. April 2312 will soon
dealers.
before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Everybody reads The Optic.
The Optic prints an the hews.
To-wi- t:

I ANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIEfr AM BUSINESS! DIRECTORY
A,

COLUMN
FOR

BEST GOODS

CHAPMAN

i a.

CAFE

RESTAURANT AN

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AMD REGULAR DINNERS

THE

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Andres C. Martinez, Cleveland, N. M.
One red and white spot
ted cow, 4 years old, 450 lbs- Branded
On right ribs
Branded
RATES
On left ribs
Vo-wl-

THE

For Sate

RETAIL PRICES

To-wi- t:

M. or More, Eaeft Delivery
I.SM lbs. to 2,088 lbs, Eaeh Delivery
88 lbs. ta 1,BQt lbs, East, Delivery
8 lbs. to 80S Ibe
Each Delivery
Less Than 68 lbs. Each Deliver

SOc

per

IOC lira.

tie

per 18 lbs.
ate per Is Ike.
46 per IN lbs.

etc

per

its

lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

To-wi-

t

To-wi-

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
PamsmsOffice 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

io-wi-

Mr. Harry Fragson tells a good
story of an experience he had while
on a tour in France.
when
It was about Christmas-timhe found himself at a small- town
where he was billed to sing while he
played a grand piano.
In French a grand piano Is a piano
a queue, and when he appeared on
the stage with the only thing available a cottage piano, the audience
were fairly emphatic in their request
to know where was the piano a queue.
Mr. Fragson could see that unless
something were done there would be
trouble, and a bright idea came to
him.
On the following evening, when he
appeared on the stage, the loud mur-

murs were renewed, and the same
question asked with, if nothing, more
emphasis.
Then Mr. Fragson walked to the
front of the stage and informed them
that be was very sorry the small
space would not admit of anything
larger than a cottage piano.
"Still," he said, "If you must have
a piano a queue, you shall have It
There is the piano," pointing to It
"and here" as he produced a horse's
iSlmmonsT"
Eric looked uncomfortable for a tail "Is the queue!"
Fortunately the Jest was taken well,
minute then walked to the window
a fiasco, perhaps even a riot, was
and
houae.
"Do
the
at
over
and looked
avoided.
ou like the place so well, Rose?"
"I love It Why?"
A Success.
"I have Just sold It"
Husband How was the woman's
You what?"
session?
"Sold It"
Wife Best time I ever had. I was
Our house! Mine!
"That house!
the best dressed woman present
Sold It!"
"Yes."

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY

To-wi- t:

Ba

LOOK AND READ!
U have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet

new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spring season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of the best New York
styles all the time.

To-wi- t:

I

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

J
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.

1

ft

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

7

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

?

OR CALLING CARDS

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
f Are
4

'

You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?

the

Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. rt

J-

-

3
3

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Al
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
A Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery. 2

3

3

fkuiuuutuuuuiUiMiu

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIM

2.

5

'

tiGHt
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LOCAL NEWS

NOT ONLY TODAY

New Prices on Mazda Lamps
25

Try a trnm of Old Taylor bourbon
at tue Opera Bar.
Shose tor gandfather,

Bar-

i

$1.10
t.B8

150

Cange your shoes at Taichert's
etore. We offer special prices on
Bostonian dress shoes this week.

Store That Sells for Less

The Sisters of St. Anthony's sanl
tarium wish to thank the good people
who have furnished or helped to fur
nish rooms in the new addition.

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUS!

The funeral of Mrs. Dona iano Ote
ro, who died yesterday morning,

to day, to Consumers
ii n We .are8"lbsSelling
Colorado Potatoes for
Fancy
on,y'
II
II
for" $1.00
Beet
lbs
16
25c,
Sugar
til ui

this morning from the Church
of Our Lady of Sorrows. Interment
was in ML Calvary, cemetery.
IS. E. Johnson
has rented the
house at 917 Seventh street, formerly
occupied by A. O. Wheeler, now of
Denver, and has removed from th
house at 1235 Seventh street.

FRESH

Watt
Watt
250 Watt
100

father and

VEGETABLES

Have you seen our special shoe sale
this wee? It Is worth a visit, If
money is valuable to you. $3.50 for
for
$2.99; $4.00 for $4.39; $4.50
at Taichert's
$3.99; $5 for $4.19
Douglas avenue.

Every Day

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Methodist church will serve one of
their popular suppers in connection
with the plain sewing sale next Friand evening at the
day afternoon
Coors building, corner Sixth and Lincoln avenue. Supper will be served
from 5:30 to 6:30, at 35 cents.

r
ClothL

$1.20
1.75

FOR PAY D

2.35

2.30

C.

Flnch't Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of

A-tT4HE

.55
.75

"Specialsr

0 MALLtY

THE ELECTRICAL

Ail'

HAN

The small triangle in front of the
Watch for Vitagraph night and. get
San Miguel National bank building
a souvenir picture of Florence
at the intersection of Sixth street
and Grand avenue is being cemented
The Harmony club will meet to- and a handsome ornamental
iron
morrow afternoon with Mrs. TJlpton electric light post ha been erected.
Hays, at her home on Fourth
street
Owing to a frelAJwreck on the
coast lines west of Albuquerque, the
The Hunters refined entertainers,
trains due in Las Vegas this evening
complete change of act and pictures. are
reported several hours late. Two
Browne theater, tonight and tomortrains, 21 oars in all, carrying
special
row night.
soldiers and equipment from the
to Fort Leavenworth,
Philippines
The regular
fortnightly dance of
Kansas, which were expected in Las
will
club
Meadow
the
City Dancing
late this afternoon, will not
be held tomorrow night in the O. R Vegas
here until the wee
pass
through
C. hall
small hours of the morning.
The Altar society of the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows gave a dance
BIG TOURIST RUSH.
and social last night in Mackel's opera
The
of the California colonists
last
side.
West
on
the
house
passed through Las Vegas this afterT. W. Smith, the cement contract- noon in three sections of Santa Ffi
or, has finished the work of putting train No. L The special rates from
in a sidewalk in front of the Wells the east to the Pacific coast closed
Fergo building and a cross walk In on April 15, which put the last tourists in here today. For several days
the alley east of the building.
past the travel has been extra heavy
and trains No. 1 and No. 7 have been
A carload or valuable draft horses
in two sections. It has been
billed via Wells Fargo Express com- running
estimated
that during this colonist
pany from Waterloo, la., to Smith ami rush of 1912
0
between 25,000 and
McNabb in San Francisco
passed
have taken advantage of
people
on
Santa
this
here
morning
through
the rates westward and of this numFe train No. 3.
ber It Is figured that the Santa Fe
has handled
8,000, the
remaining
The hearing of Juan Branch, who
number being divided between he
is charged with assaulting the house
Salt Lake and Southern Pacific.
of Mrs. Bitilia Montoya, was postpon-- j
The accommodate the rush of the
ed until 4 o'clock this afternoon
week fully 80 extra cars have
past
Branch pleaded not guilty yesterday
afternoon before Judge D. R. Murray been placed in service. It is seldom
that such a conglomeration of people
as were on the trains today have
There will be a regular communpassed through the Meadow City. All
ication of the Eastern Star Friday,
classes, from many nations, were
April 19. A large class will be Initi- well represented.
The Casteneda
ated and refreshments served. All hotel
room today fed about 60
dining
members are requested to attend and
persons from these three trains, and
a cordial isvitatlon Is extended to all the lunch counter was literally packvisiting members.
t.
ed while the trains were in the
Besides these the restaurants
The Christian Endeavor society of on railroad avenue did a thriving
the Christian church will be host to business. These tourists are, in
the young people of Las Vegas Friday most cases, bound for southern Calinight at a social at the Y. M. C. A. fornia and in all probability will loAn elaborate program has been ar- cate there.
ranged for the evening's entertainment. A play will be staged by mem
hers of the society. This Is the fourth
of a series of church socials during
the winter and promises to eclipse
all others.
:!!,-00-

ASPARAGUS

SPINACH,

,

CAULIFLOWER

NEW ORANGES

CALIFORNIA

TANGERINES

HEAD LETTUCE

(any size)
N

PINEAPPLES

MEXICO TOMATOES
CALIFORNIA

BANANAS

CELERY

FRUIT

PARSLEY

GRAPE

SPRING ONIONS

STRAWBERRIES

J.

A full line of women's and chil
dren's aprons in gingham and per
cale, well made In a variety of
styles and many other useful household articles will be found at most
reasonable prices at the sale given
by the Methodist Ladles' Aid society
next Friday afternoon at the Ooors
building.

ETC..

ofhe

Under the auspices
New
Mexico Good Roads association meetings for the purpose of advancing the
cause of better highways throughout
the state will be held in variour
parts of New Mexico In the near
future. The first meeting will be held
in Raton and the second in Las Vegas. Colonel R. B. Twitchell of this
city, an active good roads booster,
will have charge of the meeting here.
Early next month there will be a
state good roads meeting in

STEARNS

H.

PURE THINGS TO EAT

COAL AND WOOD

mm

NUT
LUMP

wholesale: and retail
"
rom.
n.

V. C ON D ON

Good Family
Washing
is only possible by the pro-

'

.

ft
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

cess used by an
modern steam laundry.
Our methods are exact,
scientific, hygienic. There
is absolutely no possibility
of your clothing being other
than sanitary when returned from our plant.
And this is well worth
The safety
considering.
'from having your clothes
handled by careless unclean
hands amid unsanitary surroundings is worth more
than the slight extra cost
over washerwoman service.
'Phone call bring

At the Home of Quality
ta

Just

Received a Carload of

bur wagon.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Cafe De Luxe

STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
A meeting of the stockholders of the
Las Vegas Masonic Building association will be held at the Masonic Temple in East Las Vegas, N. M., April
for the
22, 1912, at 8 o'clock p. m
purpose of electing a board of direcs
of
tors, as provided in the
said association, and for the transacting of such other business as may legally come before such meeting.
JOHN S. CLARK, President.
A. D. HIGOINS, Secretary.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12,
1912.

NOTICE Is hereby given to ell
hunters and fishermen that we can
and will not aUow any trespassing
on our lakes this season, for the
shooting of ducks or the catching of
flsh.as we only have one lake left
that Is now stocked wfth fish and we
are compelled to preserve these fish
in otfjjer to stock p our other nine
additional lakes. We positively will
not permit any one to - atch or take
away any fish this season. We trust
that all will be governed accordingly.
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,
By J. D. Hand, Vioe-Pre-

Plant "Telephone" Peas

Pound Sack
Useful Souvenir

We Will Give With Every Fifty

Bought

I

i
I

This

Week

a

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable

They are the sweetest
They are the best producers
The sparrows do not eat the young
vines as they do other varieties

5c per pkt. 25c per pound
507 Sixth Street

suits irom
$12.50 to IO

1

A few selected patterns
offered at very low prices.
These few patterns are
taken from our Spring line
which is now Complete in
Every Detail.

15th 16th & 17th
Copjrriibt

Hn Schiffhcr

& Mux

M. GREENBERGER.

THE

Bid Eight is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.'
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising
Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
A.

J

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Halintt R
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cajp'iier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

de-po-

MOSES BEST FLOUR
NONE BETTER

Cat Prices fear i
New Spti

.55
.60
.80

.SO

V

Leap year dance at Armory Wed
nesday night. Admission 50c.

theStore That Sells for Cash

At the

Watt

40 Watt
60 Watt

1

FROSTED

CLEAR

son. at Tatchert's.

At

17, 1912.

Save your money on
u Tatchert'8.

TOriORROW OR
NEXT DAY

But Every Day a
gain Day

APRIL

s.

OP LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and' Undividbd Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

The Best
SHORT ORDERS
and

REGULAR DINNERS
BARNES & RUSH,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

Props.

We Have

For the First Time

SPECIAL

In Las Vegas

CASH

TAYLOR NURSERY BED

PRICES

The Famous

Can now be Purchased, For

tht Same

Price

AS SOLD IN NEW YORK CITY

Every Day in
the Month

Ask to see this Great Invention

Will Meet any and all

Advertised Prices

Quality t Service

Guaranteed
AT

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON.
Exclusive Local Agents.

J

BOUCHERS

'The Store 'of Satisfaction"

Subscribe tor The Optic

